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Introduction
This eBook, the seventh in the series of Blowup Readers released by V2_,
explores the extreme scenario that is outer space. It forms part of the ongoing
research into Innovation in Extreme Scenarios carried out by V2_Lab.
About V2_:
V2_, Institute for the Unstable Media, founded in 1981, is an interdisciplinary
center for art and media technology in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. V2_
conducts research at the interface of art, technology and society. V2_ presents,
produces, archives and publishes about art made with new technologies and
encourages the debate on these issues. V2_ offers a platform where artists,
scientists, developers of software and hardware, researchers and theorists
from various disciplines can share their findings. Art and culture play an
essential role in the social embedding of and attitude towards
technological developments, and V2_ creates a context in which technological
issues are explored through critical reflection and practice-oriented research.
About Blowup:
Blowup, launched in 2011, is a series of events and exhibitions that explore
contemporary questions from multiple viewpoints. Blowup zooms in on ideas,
bringing into focus clear pictures of how art, design, philosophy, and
technology are transforming our lives – or reinforcing the status quo.
Each Blowup event will provide a deeper understanding of a theme relevant to
this moment in time. Some events will ask you to be hands-on, and some will
involve just listening or looking. No two events will be the same: Blowup
events mix artists and theoreticians; mix formats; challenge assumptions; and
take risks. Investigating topics ranging from art for animals to speculative
designs for future objects, each Blowup will surprise and inform.
Along with the public events, Blowup Readers exploring the thematic strands
with texts from a wide range of sources will be released in eBook format.
Blowup is curated by Michelle Kasprzak.
Outer Space as Extreme Scenario
“The answer to the Riddle of the Ages has actually been out in the street since
the First Step in Space. Who runs may read but few people run fast enough.
What are we here for? Does the great metaphysical nut revolve around that?
Well, I’ll crack it for you, right now. What are we here for? We are here to go!”
- Brion Gysin, The Process 1969
“Wir sinds, wir! wir haben unsre Lust daran, uns in die Nacht des
Unbekannten, in die kalte Fremde irgend einer anderen Welt zu stürzen und
wär es möglich, wir verliessen der Sonne Gebiet und stürmten über des
Irrsterns Grenzen hinaus.” - Friedrich Hölderling, Hyperion oder Der Eremit in
Griechenland, 1797
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Newton explored the meaning of gravity. Last month electric lights
and telephones and automobiles and airplanes became available.
Only last week did we develop penicillin and television and nuclear
power, and now if America's new spacecraft succeeds in reaching
Venus, we will have literally reached the stars before midnight
tonight.
This is a breathtaking pace, and such a pace cannot help but create
new ills as it dispels old, new ignorance, new problems, new dangers.
Surely the opening vistas of space promise high costs and hardships,
as well as high reward. [...]
We choose to go to the moon. We choose to go to the moon in this
decade and do the other things, not because they are easy, but
because they are hard, because that goal will serve to organize and
measure the best of our energies and skills, because that challenge is
one that we are willing to accept, one we are unwilling to postpone,
and one which we intend to win... - John F. Kennedy, 1962
"There are no passengers on Spaceship Earth. We are all crew." - Marshall
McLuhan, 1965
For our last edition of Blowup in 2013, we turn our attention to a canvas on
which so many human hopes and dreams are projected: outer space. In this
eBook, a range of specially-commissioned and previously published pieces
have been collected which explore how human thought and action as it relates
to outer space has inspired and challenged artists, designers, thinkers, and the
general public.
Currently, a major V2_Lab research topic is Innovation in Extreme Scenarios,
which was initially inspired by a top secret experiment conducted during World
War II, involving the proposed use of a special form of ice to build an aircraft
carrier for the Allies. In line with this programme of research, this edition of
Blowup zooms in on the potential that outer space holds for human innovation,
success, and failure, and the dangers of disaster, greed, and progress itself,
rather than slick science-fiction narratives.
Our contributors to this publication look at outer space from many angles. In
Dirk van Weelden's text Het Ruimteschip, he examines the possibility of solar
sails (which at the time of writing was as dreamy as our current thoughts on
going to Mars), and looks at the spaceship as an aesthetic object. In my
interview with artist and scientist Angelo Vermeulen, we discuss his artworks
that also deal with spaceships as aesthetic objects (in this case exhibited in a
gallery context), his thoughts on the evolvability of these objects, and the
nature of leadership and team working, especially in extreme contexts and
environments. Similarly, Regina Peldszus and Alex Salam describe the
extremes of testing for space in environments that we create here on Earth to
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simulate the challenges of space: isolation, psychological pressure, and more.
Nelly Ben Hayoun has contributed a description of her evolving project Disaster
Playgrounds, wherein she designs disaster scenarios for astronaut training. In
an interview conducted way back in 2000 right here at V2_, Geert Lovink and
Kodwo Eshun discuss speculative thought and the new adventures before us,
while Benedict Singleton takes us further back in time to the Russian Cosmists
and thoughts of escaping planet Earth -- as it might be the biggest trap of all.
In a text from the Bureau of Public Secrets site, penned by Eduardo Rothe in
1969, he states: "Power, which cannot tolerate a vacuum, has never forgiven
the celestial regions for being terrains left open to the imagination." Indeed it
is not only the imagination which continues to have free rein over space, the
emerging field of "space law" attempts to close the loophole and legally control
and determine ownership over the heavens. In the new artwork commissioned
by V2_ this fall/winter, Paper Moon, Ilona Gaynor in collaboration with Craig
Sinnamon addresses the tangle of legal, economic, and political motives and
actions which we generate on Earth and project onto the possible property and
territory of the cosmos.
Michelle Kasprzak
Curator, V2_ Institute for the Unstable Media. Rotterdam, 12/12/13
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Maximum Jailbreak
Maximum Jailbreak, by Benedict Singleton, in E-Flux #46, June 2013
(http://www.e-flux.com/journal/maximum-jailbreak/).

The greatest escape of them all is about to blow the future apart.
—Escape from New York (John Carpenter, 1981), original theatrical
movie trailer
Space travel produced some of the defining images of the twentieth century.
Sputnik, Apollo, the spacesuit, the NASA logo and the toy-like outline of the
space shuttle, liftoffs with all their countdown drama, and the peaceful image
of the earth like a mica fleck against coal black; the weird underwater quality
of footage shot in low gravity, a motionless flag on the Moon. These images
were capable of captivating a global audience, an effect enhanced by the setup
of the so-called Space Race as a kind of decades-long international sports day.
But then it seemed to stall. The workaday job of going to low earth orbit
carried on, of course, in the uncharismatic shape of comsat maintenance and
low-key experiments on the International Space Station, but the kinds of
images capable of casting space travel as the definitive project of our age in
the popular imagination seemed to run out of steam; the last image capable of
eliciting fascination was maybe the crumbling arch of smoke hung over Cape
Canaveral in the wake of the disappeared Challenger, which understandably
nixed enthusiasm for the enterprise as a whole. (Not to mention the onerous
investigations into the triangulation of tax dollars to expected gains to
acceptable risk that followed it.)

Space Shuttle Columbia debris in a hangar at Kennedy Space Center, FL, 2003. Copyright: NASA/KSC.
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Now, though, it seems that the action just went underground for a while, a
brief retreat to regroup and reassess. The military-industrial complex that
spawned these images has converted into something better described as a
security-entertainment matrix, and grand strategy—“a space program”—has
been swapped out for diverse tactics. The Mars rover Curiosity attracts droves
of followers to its Twitter feed (as of May Day, 2013: 1,338,794), where they
can pick up the latest alien landscape pics and chirpy infobites. Billionaire
Denis Tito recently announced plan to send a middle-aged couple on a long
lover’s jaunt into orbit around Mars, a sitcom premise pitched by an alcoholic
screenwriter, eyes gleaming like his last dime. Mars One goes further,
beginning open auditions for the one-way reality TV show trip to the planet it’s
named after.
Showing slightly less stocking-top to the public eye, companies like Virgin
Galactic focus their efforts on courting the insanely wealthy with a voyage-ofa-lifetime space tourist brochure, and Planetary Resources reveal diagrams of
robotic asteroid capture mechanisms alongside spreadsheets of kilo-to-dollar
launch cost ratios and rare-metal market price projections, scripted for an
audience of investors keen to back its plan: a gold rush at the vertical frontier.
Launch technologies themselves cheapen further, China and India get in on the
space game (kindling predictable resurgence of space defense talk in the
countries with a more established foothold), and perhaps strangest of all,
enthusiasm for the most technological of projects finds a way to creep into the
enemy camp: diehard environmentalists start to opine that if we’re going to
perforate these “planetary boundaries” as we clearly are (not to mention the
threat of asteroids, supervolcanos, and other inestimable contingencies),
another planet might be a good hedge of our bets.
A new sense of the proximity of the overhead vastness is the order of the day.
All these developments are intriguing ones, backed by pretty robust
arguments, and the fact that they’re not really in competition—they all more or
less click together like Tetris blocks—strengthens the case of any and all
considerably. But the motivations behind all these admittedly variegated
projects aren’t things we didn’t hear in the last century: space for profit, the
advance of science, entertainment dollars, national pride, collective defense,
and so on. It’s an open question whether we can conceive of some genuinely
new ideas about how all this might transpire differently, how our conceptions of
these massive sociotechnical projects might shift, how space might force us to
rethink the terrestrial mundane rather than being an epic stage set onto which
earthbound concerns can be exported intact. We can begin to sketch one such
alternative position by rewinding history to the work of one of the prime
movers behind twentieth-century extraterrestrial ambitions, who worked to
articulate the case for getting off-planet well before even fixed-wing flight.
We’re not looking to resurrect an original, purified take on what all this might
mean. We’re simply for a handy place to restart.
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Image from Asterank, a company that specializes in maintaining “a scientific and economic database of over 600,000
asteroids,” of the orbit of 241 Germania, valued at around $100 trillion in raw materials.

***
Moscow, the late 1880s: as he’s done for decades now, Nikolai Fedorov spends
his evenings writing the essays that will eventually be gathered together
as The Philosophy of the Common Task. Fedorov was born the illegitimate son
of a minor prince, and by trade he is a librarian; before taking to the stacks, he
was a schoolteacher. He is reputed by those few who know him to be kindly if a
little stern, and remarkably ascetic: he eats little, rarely and nothing sweet; he
doesn’t even wear a coat in winter. In all, he cuts an unlikely father figure for
the Space Race. But it’s in The Common Task that we find the first systematic
program and rationale for permanent human settlement off-world, and a direct
line can be drawn between it and the development of extraplanetary travel
some decades later.
The Common Task is an unforgiving work, not because its prose is inaccessible
—quite the reverse—but because of its uncompromising single-mindedness of
purpose. As historian George Young puts it, Fedorov was “a thinker with one
idea,” but for all that “his idea was extremely complex and
comprehensive.”1 This idea was the “common task” the book’s title, the
articulation of a plan for the entire human race, a project that can readily be
sloganed as storm the heavens and conquer death.
Let’s begin with the second point first, which is in some sense the more
fundamental. Fedorov understood the single common nemesis of all human
beings to be death, and that getting rid of it could serve as a common rallying
point around which all human beings could agree. Death in the literal sense, of
course—death as experienced (if that’s really the appropriate word) by
individuals; but also as exhibited in the disappearance of cultures and the
downfall of civilizations, and indeed more generally still: death as the operation
of the forces of “blind nature” against which organic life was pitched as a
struggle in and against darkness. Nature shows up as the force of necessity,
one that confines and eventually overwhelms human beings (as all life). It is
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characterized by total indifference; indeed, it is the acme of such. Devoid of
consciousness, it does not “know best,” nor is it “cruel”; if it inadvertently plays
the role of tutor, it is in how to stave it off awhile, no more than that.
Fedorov has no time for proclamations that human beings must “love Nature.”
This was, to him, the characteristic indulgence of those he contemptuously
described as “the learned”—an elite who could spend their time singing
Nature’s praises, because their everyday lives were substantially insulated
from it, by precisely the kinds of technology—from agriculture to medicine—
that act to counter the “natural.” Out in the field—literally as well as
figuratively—no such niceties prevail. This does not mean Fedorov promoted a
project of “overcoming” nature, in the sense of “destroying” or even
“dominating” it. He is aware that the same processes that lay waste to life are
deeply implicated in life itself, even if—in the later words of a Fedorov acolyte,
the economist Sergei Bulgakov—“life seems a sort of accident, an oversight or
indulgence on the part of death.”2 His mission is instead to convert or
transform the natural, to bring reason to it, carving out a larger and more
hospitable environment for life.
This is a deeply technological project, an extension of what already—as above
—acts to mitigate nature, although he refused to affix the term “progress” to
his perspective. Progress, in the sense of the production of more machines of
greater complexity, was in itself not enough. Indeed, espousing it was
dangerous, a disordered, warping process that did not enhance the living, but
further degraded us. Against progress Fedorov pitches duty, a rationalist
commitment against death. This is certainly an autocratic affair, one in which
“the contradiction between the reflective and instinctive”—where the instinctive
is the operation of blind natural forces through man, and the reflective is the
means by which it might be checked and rerouted in a more productive
direction—would be decided in favor of the reasonable. 3 The pursuit of sex, for
instance, was for Fedorov a crass diversion of effort, the submission to
unexamined impulse. A more rational base on which to build people into
collectives, he felt, was kinship, and it’s no surprise, perhaps, that Fedorov’s
characterization of rational duty is a filial duty, impassioned but firmly chaste.
This dutiful sense of kinship would outmode and supersede, he hoped, easily
deviated social forms like democracy.4 The whole task of social organization
would alter: beginning with the creation of synthetic wombs, and later entire
synthetic bodies, the task of producing and organizing human society would
exceed its impulsive origins and be replaced by a rationalist schema of
collective direction control; efforts to prolong life to the point of immortality,
a completed project of medicine, would be entwined into this transformation of
basic human functions, finding its ultimate filial duty in the eventual recreation
of every human being who ever lived. This is Fedorov as he is still best known:
a curious prophet not only of human immortality, but of the resurrection of the
dead.
But his project extended further, and inevitably upwards, not least because an
enlarging human race would require more room to expand. Freedom from
death would extend to freedom from the earth itself, in quite practical terms.
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Technologies must loosen the grip of gravity, not eradicating it per se but
meaning we would no longer be forced to obey it without question, no longer
subject to its necessity. Epic and unexpected, the creativity of Fedorov’s vision
extended to its detail:
He speculated that someday, by erecting giant cones on the earth’s surface,
people might be able to control the earth’s electromagnetic field in such a way
as to turn the whole planet into a spaceship under human control. We would no
longer have to slavishly orbit our sun but could freely steer our planet
wherever we wished, as, in the phrase he used as early as the 1870s, “captain
and crew of spaceship earth.”5
This complex of ideas, which by the 1900s had been dubbed “cosmism,” was
capable of inspiring peculiar devotion in the few who were exposed to it. (In
fact, as Fedorov showed little interest in publication, it’s largely through the
action of his scattered acolytes that these ideas reached the presses at all,
appearing here and there in anonymous or pseudonymous forms in small
circulars during Fedorov’s lifetime (often to his fury) and only posthumously
finding wider release.) In the first case, some of the titanic literary figures in
Russia at the time (Tolstoy and Dostoevsky among them) were transfixed by
Fedorov’s imaginary range, and also by his weirdly revitalized and visionary
Christianity that they hoped might head off the anarchistic and communistic
movements taking shape. This strange religiosity attracted all kinds of odd
followers. The austerity of Fedorov’s denunciation of sex, democracy, and an
emerging consumerism appealed to all kinds of occultists and mystics,
especially those playing with scientizing their beliefs even as they wanted to
work their way into politics, particularly given that his project explicitly entailed
that “mythical, symbolic actions,” from praying for rain to the Christian
doctrine of resurrection, “would be replaced by actual, effective ones,” with
“science as a method.”6
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Draft drawing by Konstanin Tsiolkovsky of a spaceship interior, believed to be the first human representation of
weightlessness, 1878.

But this scientific impetus, such that “political and cultural problems become
physical or astrophysical,”7 found a readier home in the atheist and scientificPromethean bent of post-revolutionary Russia (even if Fedorov’s habit of
quoting the Bible made it hardly an effortless fit). It incited—to pick one
example—the work of Vladimir Vernadsky, who developed the concept of the
“biosphere,” and whose astrophysical take on earthly history included seeing
human beings and other terrestrial creatures as “ambulant geology.” In a
foreshadowing of our contemporary concept of the Anthropocene, Vernadsky
noted that human reason, expressed though design, had approached the
status of a significant planetary geological force by the end of the nineteenth
century. More directly, and without doubt the most obvious instance of
technoscientific influence, The Common Task played a central role in the
formation of cosmonautics. Chief among the devotees of Fedorov’s thought
was his protégé, Konstantin Tsiolkovski, a frequent visitor to Fedorov’s library
as a teenager, who was to go on to configure the mathematical basis for space
travel, from a series of vital rocketry equations to the calculation of optimal
ascent, descent, and orbital trajectories for spacecraft; and who put these to
use in the design of the first multistage booster rockets, an extraordinary
technological innovation that stood among many others in his work, including
designs for airlocks and moon bases.
***
It seems obvious that we are confined in space to the surface of the earth, and
in time to the length of a life. Fedorov’s imaginative achievement revolves
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around refusing to mistake the ubiquity of these constraints—for all the great
hold they exert—as inescapable necessities we have no choice but to accept.
Those who point to the huge expanse of the earth and the whole terrestrial
history of life—this is nothing but myopia, squalid provincialism. In isolated
form, this is the characteristic gesture of cosmism, what we might call the
“cosmist impulse”: to consider the earth a trap, and to understand the
common project of philosophy, economics, and design as being the formulation
of means to escape from it: to conceive a jailbreak at the maximum possible
scale, a heist in which we steal ourselves from the vault.
This redescription of Fedorov’s work lets us reconfigure cosmism in unexpected
ways. In particular, it foregrounds the salience of design for our endeavor. This
isn’t simply because the cosmist impulse clearly invokes a technological
program in which design is implicated. If we’re more concerned with escape
as an actual physical event rather than escapism (a retreat into an inner
psychological bunker, individual or collective), then, as Fedorov was quite
aware, our plots demand a kind of material scaffolding—various aeronautical
technologies, to give the obvious example. He quotes, approvingly and with
frequency, the developments of his time in artillery, ballooning, enormous
construction projects, and medicine, and he demands the larger projects he
glimpses within them be radicalized.
But the connection with design that we’ll draw here is more direct, if not
immediately more obvious. That is, this talk of traps and escape from them
speaks to a very old understanding of the construction of traps as the very
paradigm of what, today, we call design. This is an association largely forgotten
even by the time of Fedorov’s writing, but one which applied anew begins to
twist and accelerate both this ancient tradition and Fedorov’s cosmism into
something new. A tradition which, if we situate Fedorov’s work within it,
changes both this tradition and cosmism …
***
What does design have to do with traps? It’s certainly an association that’s
emerged, apparently independently, in many times and places. The connection
lies not so much in the overt function of hunting or domestic traps—as means
to secure food, eliminate pests, and so on—but in what the construction of
traps reveals about how humans go about making things more generally. 8 In
his essay “Vogel’s Net,” a short and striking speculation on how a hunting trap
might be understood if taken out of the woods or the corner of the granary (so
to speak) and placed in a gallery, anthropologist Alfred Gell draws out the
ominous intentions encoded in its physical structure: “We read in it the mind of
its author,” and a “model of its victim”—and more particularly the way that that
model “subtly and abstractly represent[s] parameters of the animal’s natural
behavior, subverted in order to entrap it”; hunting traps are “lethal parodies” of
their prey’s behavior.9
In this, the maker of the trap is “a technician of instinct and appetite,”
determining the trajectories already at play in the environment and twisting
them in new directions.10The trap may involve the application of force in both
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its construction and operation, but it has the characteristic of applying this
force with sophistication, which obtains in the way that this force is highly
considered to leverage environmental tendencies that already exist. A human
would be lucky to catch most other mammals unaided, but this can be
redressed by an indirect strategy that makes use of their observed disposition
—their inclination to eat certain kinds of food, in the example of bait; or how a
good snare kills through desperation, strangling the target as it tries to escape.
The intelligence at work in the construction of the trap is most aptly described
as cunning, and it extends to activities that we can broadly describe as
“technical” more generally. Many are the observers who have seen in this the
paradigm of craft more broadly writ, the ability to coax effects from the world,
rather than imposing effects on it by the application of force alone. Following
the grain of wood, knowing the melting points of various ores, the toughening
of metal through its tempering: all these are not domineering strategies,
exactly, but situations “in which the intelligence attempts to make contact with
an object by confronting it in the guise of a rival, as it were, combining
connivance and opposition.”11 Incredibly improbable phenomena—like the
ability of a person to use a lever to lift a boulder—flow from an environment
arranged just so, and is a collaboration of all its parts. And so it is that JeanPierre Vernant describes artifacts as “traps set at points where nature allowed
itself to be overcome.”12 They remind us, too, that to trap something—
contra what might be intuitively inferred by the example of the hunting trap—is
to arrange the behaviour of, but not necessarily demolish or otherwise
unrecognisably transform, its target.
This form of craft, which merges with craftiness (and comprises the historical
connection between the two words), weds design to the operation of courtly
intrigues, daring military stratagems, and outbreaks of entrepreneurial
success13: all instances of the successful navigation of ambiguous and shifting
environments, in which are demonstrated the ability to elicit extraordinary
effects from unpromising materials through oblique strategies and precisely
timed action, allowing the weak to prevail over the physically stronger. 14
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Submarine escape training tower, Ford Island, Pearl Harbour, where trainee submariners learn to suppress instinctive
behaviours through repeated rehearsal of escapes from the 100’ water column.

As the reader may have already noted, these are just as much instances
of escape as they are of setting traps. The two pivot around each other,
displaying a curious reversibility. It’s a knowledge of traps and how they
function that enables one most easily to undo a trap that one is in: a talent for
escape is predicated on the same intelligence that goes into entrapment—
indeed, in the example of the traps that people set for each other, it’s clear
that—as Hyde puts it—“nothing counters cunning but more cunning.” 15 To
outfox is to think more broadly, to find the crack in the scheme, to stick a knife
into it, and to lever it open for new use. Freighting the environment with a
counter-plot is the best device for escaping the machinations in which one is
embroiled: a conversion of constraints into new opportunities for free action,
technological development as a kind of Hydean accelerationism. As Zhuangzi
wrote sometime around 475 BC,
In taking precautions against thieves who cut open satchels, search bags, and
break open boxes, people are sure to cord and fasten them well, and to
employ strong bonds and clasps; and in this they are ordinarily said to show
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their wisdom. When a great thief comes, however, he shoulders the box, lifts
up the satchel, carries off the bag, and runs away with them, afraid only that
the cords, bonds, and clasps may not be secure; and in this case what was
called the wisdom (of the owners) proves to be nothing but a collecting of the
things for the great thief.
***
That there must be some things that no creature can elude … and that they
must be discovered, recognized or observed are integral to our sense of
ourselves, and the ways in which we question who we are. When a constraint
can be described as something else—when the earth becomes round so we
can’t fall off it, when the notion of sin is seen to be a devious form of social
control, and so on—we change our place in the world. 16
As an event in this alternative history of design, cosmism arrives as a kind of
absolutization of its basic principles into a project of generalized escapology. It
is a tendency dimly glimpsed in every individual act of design, extrapolated as
far as possible. If design is a hustle, then cosmism is the long con—or perhaps
more precisely, the most extravagant gesture of lengthening the hustle into a
con: not simply an aggregation of hustles—a chain of coin-tricks, each selfsufficient, without bearing on the next—but a process of nesting them into a
cultivated scheme or expanding plot, so that each gambit paves the way for
the next.17
This opens a vista of new reference points—aesthetic as much as political or
philosophical—in which to set the kinds of wildly ambitious sociotechnical
schemes of which the space travel is an iconic example. We might not be able
to tell, as yet, what the consequences of this might be—what it might mean to
conceive of, say, a well-established human outpost on Mars, where adults
teach their children about the relation of the New World to the Old, through a
history that stacks Harry Houdini and Frank Abignale among the
astrophysicists and Apollo teams: an alternative set of footholds for an ascent
into the dark.
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A Harry Houdini press shot, dated from 1899.

But there is a twist that we can anticipate, a further consequence of relocating
cosmism within the ambit of this history. Fedorov’s cosmism is a project,
ultimately, of freedom, commissioning an assault by practical reason on the
things that bind us, irrespective of their historical ubiquity; the perception that
a life subjected to 1g gravity is inevitable is among the casualties already
listed. The conception of the world as a field of nested traps renders this vision
of freedom quantitative, a series of practical achievements, proceeding by
degree—we are free of this, and then of this, and then of this, new end points
emerging rather than an a priori finish line at which, on breaking the ribbon,
we can at last rest easy, luxuriating in a genuine liberty. It’s questionable how
compatible other long-term goals, like those that Fedorov foresaw in the
colonization of the universe, are with this perspective, other than as
(comparatively) short-term horizons on which to affix one’s eyes in the course
of acceleration. But this is perhaps a minor modification.
Much worse is that in Fedorov’s work—as in the decayed fractions of his
thought that show up when travel beyond the margins of the earth’s gravity
well is figured as an opportunity for profit, for entertainment, or for
humanitarian resource—the line is drawn at undermining the sacred figure of
Man. “Death is a property, a condition,” Fedorov wrote, “but not a quality
without which man ceases to be what he is and what he ought to be.”18
In a new or renewed cosmism, this position is untenable. As we’ve already
seen, the same kind of intelligence is at work in setting and escaping traps.
Indeed, in order to be free of a trap, it’s of less use to the trapped to decide
upon some holy condition of freedom than to understand how one is implicated
in the mechanism of one’s entrapment. To engage in the former is
16

mere escapism, as we’ve noted. The designation of this limit as sacrosanct is
alien to the very logic of traps and of escaping them, to its abstract
insurrectionary force. The unnerving aspect of this project is not, however,
located in the specifics of what it is of which we are free, which is to some
extent reconcilable with the Fedorovian project. It’s contained instead in the
corrosive quality of the intelligence that must be put to work. This is an
intelligence founded in what Gregoire Chamayou dubs “a physics rather than a
theology of power,” although “mechanics” might be a term more apt than
“physics.”19
To explain: if setting and escaping from a trap implement the same logic, to be
prey is an education in how predation operates. “In order to anticipate the
reactions of his pursuers,” Chamayou writes, “the hunted man has to learn to
interpret his own actions from the point of view of the predator … : seeing
himself in the third person, considering, with respect to each of his acts, how
they might be used against him. This anxiety can later be transformed into
reasoning.”20 So it is that the mark begins to understand the operations of the
con-artist, and the process of flipping the game can begin. This process tutors
a view of oneself as in part an object, and converts this knowledge into an
active resource. No wonder, then, that “[s]laves in the French colonies had a
word for it: escaping one’s master was called ‘stealing one’s own
corpse.’”21 This creates a pernicious stowaway in any humanist cosmist project
of freedom. “Thinking,” writes Ray Brassier, “has interests that do not coincide
with those of living; indeed, they can and have been pitted against the latter,”
a statement never more true than here.22
Cosmism accelerates design until its project of insubordination becomes more
clearly visible. What is revealed is the irreducibility of design to stated
motivations of capital interest, social progress or scientific advance, in place of
a programme of incursions across any and all borders, violations of every
truce, an insurrection not only against gravity but also human beings, a
process by which sociotechnical structures are taken hostage by precisely what
they make possible, a process of ungrounding in more ways than the most
obvious. This is the genuine injection of the offworld into terrestrial affairs, in
which through progressive alienation freedom stacks up in the longest of cons.
Footnotes:
1. George M. Young, The Russian Cosmists: The Esoteric Futurism of Nikolai
Fedorov and His Followers(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 49.
2. Bulgakov, The Philosophy of Economy (New Haven, CT: Yale University
Press, 2000), 68.
3. Nikolai Fedorov, What Was Man Created For? The Philosophy of the Common
Task (London: Honeyglen Publishing, 1990), 59.
4. On Fedorov’s leanings in this direction, see Young, The Russian Cosmists.
5. Young, The Russian Cosmists, 79.
6. Fedorov, What Was Man Created For?, 56.
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(forthcoming 2013).
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20. Ibid., 70.
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The Conquest of Space in the Time of Power
1
Science in the service of capital, the commodity and the spectacle is nothing
other than capitalized knowledge, fetishism of idea and method, alienated
image of human thought. Pseudogreatness of man, its passive knowledge of a
mediocre reality is the magical justification of a race of slaves.
2
It has been a long time since the power of knowledge has been transformed
into power’s knowledge. Contemporary science, experimental heir of the
religion of the Middle Ages, fulfills the same functions in relation to the present
class society: it compensates for people’s everyday stupidity with its eternal
specialist intelligence. Science sings in numerals of the grandeur of the human
race, but it is in fact nothing other than the organized sum of man’s limitations
and alienations.
3
Just as industry, which was intended to free people from work through
machinery, has so far done nothing but alienate them in the work of the
machines, so science, which was intended to free people historically and
rationally from nature, has done nothing but alienate them in an irrational and
antihistorical society. Mercenary of separate thought, science works for survival
and therefore cannot conceive of life except as a mechanical or moral formula.
It does not conceive of man as subject, nor of human thought as action, and it
is for this reason that it does not comprehend history as deliberate activity and
makes people “patient(s)” in its hospitals.
4
Founded on the essential deceptiveness of its function, science can only lie to
itself. Its pretentious mercenaries have preserved from their ancestor priests
the taste and need for mystery. A dynamic element in the justification of
states, the scientific profession jealously guards the laws of its guild and the
“Machina ex Deo” secrets that make it a despicable sect. It is hardly surprising,
for example, that doctors — those repairmen of labor-power — have illegible
handwriting: it is part of the police code of monopolized survival.
5
But if the historical and ideological identification of science with temporal
powers clearly reveals that it is a servant of states, and therefore fools no one,
it was not until our own time that the last separations disappeared between
class society and a science that had professed to be neutral and “at the service
of humanity.” The present impossibility of scientific research and application
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without enormous means has effectively placed spectacularly concentrated
knowledge in the hands of the ruling powers and has steered it toward statist
objectives. There is no longer any science that is not in the service of the
economy, the military and ideology. And the science of ideology reveals its
other side, the ideology of science.
6
Power, which cannot tolerate a vacuum, has never forgiven the celestial
regions for being terrains left open to the imagination. Since the origin of class
society the unreal source of separate power has always been placed in the
skies. When the state justified itself religiously, heaven was included in
the time of religion; now that the state wishes to justify itself scientifically, the
sky is in the space of science. From Galileo to Werner von Braun, it is nothing
but a question of state ideology: religion wished to preserve its time, therefore
no one was allowed to tamper with its space. Faced with the impossibility of
prolonging its time, power must make its space boundless.
7
If the heart transplant is still a crude artisan technique that does not make
people forget science’s chemical and nuclear massacres, the “Conquest of the
Cosmos” is the greatest spectacular expression of scientific oppression. The
space scientist is to the smalltime doctor what Interpol is to the policeman on
the beat.
8
The heaven formerly promised by priests in black cassocks is now really being
seized by white-uniformed astronauts. Sexless and superbureaucratized
neuters, the first men to go beyond the atmosphere are the stars of a
spectacle that hangs over our heads day and night, that can conquer
temperature and distance, and that oppresses us from above like the cosmic
dust of God. As an example of survival in its highest manifestation, the
astronauts make an unintentional critique of the Earth: condemned to an
orbital trajectory — in order to avoid dying from cold and hunger — they
submissively (“for technical reasons”) accept the boredom and poverty of
being satellites. Inhabitants of an urbanism of necessity in their cabins,
prisoners of scientific gadgetry, they exemplify in vitro the plight of their
contemporaries: in spite of their distance they do not escape the designs of
power. Flying billboards, the astronauts float in space or leap about on the
moon in order to make people march to the time of work.
9
And if the Christian astronauts of the West and the bureaucratic cosmonauts of
the East amuse themselves with metaphysics and secular morals (Gagarin “did
not see God”; Borman prayed for the little Earth), it is in obedience to their
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spatial “assignment,” which must be the essence of their religion; as with
Saint-Exupéry, who spoke the lowest imbecilities from high altitudes, but
whose essence lay in his threefold role of militarist, patriot and idiot.
10
The conquest of space is part of the planetary hope of an economic system
which, saturated with commodities, spectacles and power, ejaculates into
space when it arrives at the end of the noose of its terrestrial contradictions.
Functioning as a new “America,” space must serve the states as a new territory
for wars and colonies — a new territory to which to send producer-consumers
and thus enable the system to break out of the planet’s limitations. Province of
accumulation, space is destined to become an accumulation of provinces — for
which laws, treaties and international tribunals already exist. A new Yalta, the
dividing up of space shows the inability of the capitalists and bureaucrats to
resolve their antagonisms and struggles here on Earth.
11
But the revolutionary old mole, which is now gnawing at the foundations of the
system, will destroy the barriers that separate science from the general
knowledge that will be accessible to everyone when people finally begin
making their own history. No more ideas of separate power, no more power of
separate ideas. Generalized self-management of the permanent transformation
of the world by the masses will make science a basic banality, and no longer a
truth of state.
12
Humanity will enter into space to make the universe the playground of the last
revolt: the revolt that will go against the limitations imposed by nature. Once
the walls have been smashed that now separate people from science, the
conquest of space will no longer be an economic or military “promotional”
gimmick, but the blossoming of human freedoms and fulfillments, attained by
a race of gods. We will not enter into space as employees of an astronautic
administration or as “volunteers” of a state project, but as masters without
slaves reviewing their domains: the entire universe pillaged for the workers
councils.
EDUARDO ROTHE
1969
“La conquête de l’espace dans le temps du pouvoir” originally appeared
in Internationale Situationniste #12 (Paris, September 1969). This translation
by Ken Knabb is from the Situationist International Anthology(Revised and Expanded
Edition, 2006). No copyright.
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Het Ruimteschip
Dirk van Weelden—The Spaceship
Summary and Postscript by Arjen Mulder
A spaceship can be used to garner national prestige, display an adventurous
attitude, gather scientific knowledge, or sate a need for exotic entertainment,
but it is also a form of sculpture, and in that, it has its own kind of beauty. The
first ever spaceship was Sputnik I, which was launched on October 4, 1957. It
was a ball with a diameter of 70 cm and had four long antennas sticking out of
it. It looked a bit like a globe, and was meant to do no more than send
monotonous radio signals, which could be tracked, and so show that it existed.
It had no further functions, no cameras, no scanners. What it did was to give
the human experience a new dimension and to activate everybody's
imagination. In this way, Sputnik I is a direct descendent of Malevich's Black
Square.
The same aesthetic simplicity continued to be part of the first manned
spaceships, the Russian Vostoks and the American Mercury space capsules.
The later American Gemini capsules were a little different, because they sat on
top of plump rockets and were basically manned bullets, with a door on top to
then let those men out. The Apollo moon vehicle looked a bit like a broken
teapot or a washing machine. Only with the Telstar, launched inJuly 1962, did
the sculptural simplicity and beauty of the Sputnik return. The Telstar was a
black and white ball of about sixty kilograms with a diameter of about one
metre, and was a satellite for transatlantic TV transmissions. It had a ribbed
and shiny surface, and looked modern and intelligent.
Funnily enough, the flying saucer never made it into human space travel. Fred
Morrison built a miniature prototype as early as 1951, called the Pluto Platter,
but after classified research by the US Marines the project was abandoned and
forgotten. It survives in the frisbee, which is to the space age what the ball
was to the mechanical age.
It was not until 1988 that a really new sculptural form for spaceships was
proposed, by Arthur C. Clarke in his book Project Solar Sail. He proposed that
spaceships with solar sails of up to one square kilometre could travel at
incredible speeds, with only the constant stream of sun particles as the wind
that would push them through the interplanetary and interstellar vacuum. The
first solar sail spaceship to actually be built was the Cosmos I, which was
launched in June 2005, from a Russian submarine. It failed to open in outer
space and apparently turned into space junk. The author hopes to see the day
when Cosmos II will travel with the wind in its solar sails.
Het ruimteschip -- Dirk van Weelden
Over Saul Steinberg gaat het verhaal dat, gevraagd hoe zijn werk moest
worden gezien, de tekenaar antwoordde: als het in de New Yorker staat is het
een cartoon, als het in het museum hangt is het kunst en als het in
een fortune cookie zit is het een voorspelling. Op een vergelijkbare manier kan
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ruimtevaart gedefiniëerd worden als de bevrediging van nationale patserigheid
en prestige, van de zucht naar avontuur, van een verlangen naar
wetenschappelijke kennis of van een behoefte aan exotisch amusement. Maar
er is nog een heel ander antwoord denkbaar: ruimtevaart voorziet in een eigen
vorm van schoonheid.
Daarmee doel ik niet op het gemakzuchtig aan de ruimtevaart ontleende
futuristische design, dat raketvormige theepotten of jurken van zilverfolie
oplevert, maar op de ruimteschepen en satellieten zelf die wij het heelal
inschieten. Auto’s, treinen, huizen en schepen worden ook ontworpen en ook
daar is het ontwerp een combinatie van technische noodzaak, functionaliteit en
esthetische keuzes. Maar toch is er een verschil.
De ruimtevaart is letterlijk en figuurlijk een extreme menselijke activiteit, die
zich bezighoudt met uitersten aan snelheid, afstand, hitte, koude, technische
verfijning en kosten. Ruimteschepen zijn de eerste menselijke machines die in
staat zijn het menselijke ‘thuis’ te verlaten en te functioneren in het ‘buiten’
van het heelal. De ruimte is de ontkenning is van alles wat het leven, zoals wij
het kennen mogelijk maakt, en de wetten die er gelden vallen buiten het
gezonde verstand en de intuitie, waarmee we het reilen en zeilen op aarde
begrijpen. Dat radicale verschil met andere machines, zoals de stoommachine,
de auto, de trein, geeft een mythisch tintje aan de verschijning van
ruimteschepen. Het ruimteschip als een promethische machine, een voorwerp
dat veel meer dan alleen zijn technische kunnen en wetenschappelijk nut
belichaamt.
Juist daarom is het verleidelijk om de eigen schoonheid van ruimtevaartuigen
niet te zien als een louter en alleen technische en de voorwerpen die de
mensheid de ruimte heeft ingeschoten te beschouwen als sculpturen. De
ruimtevaart als een tak van de beeldende kunst, zij het een onbedoelde.
Natuurlijk bezitten lang niet alle ruimteschepen een dergelijke kwaliteit, maar
er zijn er die ver boven hun status van wetenschappelijk instrument en
voertuig uitstijgen. Eén ervan is de Spoetnik 1, waarmee de verovering van de
ruimte op 4 oktober 4, 1957 begon. Het was een bal van zeventig centimeter
doorsnee, waaruit vier lange antenne-sprieten staken. Het beeld van die
spiegelende bolvorm, die met een razende vaart de atmosfeer werd
uitgeschoten om niets anders te doen dan rond de aarde te cirkelen en
onophoudelijk monotone radiosignalen uit te zenden ten teken dat hij bestond
en waar hij was, is van een adembenemende helderheid en kracht.
De Spoetnik diende geen enkel nuttig doel, hij had geen camera's of
meetapparatuur aan boord. Het was een zelfstandig voorwerp dat
gebruikmakend van nieuwe materialen en technieken de menselijke ervaring
een nieuwe dimensie gaf, puur en alleen door te bestaan, door te bewegen en
ieders verbeelding in gang te zetten. Als Russisch kunstwerk is de Spoetnik de
directe opvolger van Het Zwarte Vierkant van Malevich, en zo gezien meteen
een hoogtepunt dat de ruimtevaart lange tijd niet zou evenaren.
De kwaliteit van de Spoetnik als sculptuur schuilt niet alleen in zijn plotselinge
en tot de verbeelding sprekende ‘performance’ aan de hemel en in de
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massamedia, maar ook in zijn fysieke verschijning. Een bol, de oervorm van
het projectiel, maar dan met minimale middelen aangepast aan de ruimte: een
spiegelende huid, radioantennes.
De eerste bemande ruimtevaartuigen (de Russische Vostoks en de
Amerikaanse Mercury-capsules) hadden nog iets van diezelfde simplistische
schoonheid. Ze waren net groot genoeg om de bemanning te bevatten en
deden niets anders dan een mens in staat te stellen het heelal te bereiken,
rond de aarde te cirkelen en weer veilig te landen. Hun vorm was ontleend aan
die van de artillerie-granaat. Een ontroerend attribuut waren de klapdeuren
bovenop, ook nog aanwezig in de Gemini-capsules, die benadrukten dat een
ruimtevaartuig niet veel meer dan een bemande kogel was, waarin de
astronauten als speelgoedmensjes werden opgesloten om dan te worden
weggeschoten.
Hoe baanbrekend en indrukwekkend de vele satellieten en ruimtestations die
volgden ook waren, hun vorm belemmerde vaak de beschouwing als sculptuur.
Ze misten die krachtige, simpele verschijning van de Spoetnik. Vaak zagen en
zien ze er uit als de smakeloze glitterende broches uit de curiosawinkel. Een
goed voorbeeld is de Apollo-maanlander, die toch een historisch feit mogelijk
maakte. Maar als sculptuur hield hij het midden tussen een gebutste fluitketel
en een wasmachine.
Uitzonderingen zijn er ook, zoals de satelliet, die de eerste transatlantische
televisieverbinding mogelijk maakte in juli 1962, de Telstar. Het was een zwartwitte bol van ongeveer zestig kilo met een doorsnee van een kleine meter. Het
oppervlak van Telstar was geribbeld en hier en daar zwart en glanzend, als een
zonnecel. Ontegenzeglijk zag de Telstar en modern en intelligent uit. Je kon
eraan zien dat mensen die het ding in de krant of op de televisie keken zouden
verzuchten: dat zo’n klein ding dat allemaal kan!
Uit een sculpturaal oogpunt is het spijtig dat de ruimtevaart nog steeds geen
gebruik heeft gemaakt van een ander beeldend concept, dat althans in mijn
ogen de bal en kogelvorm overtreft: de vliegende schotel. De vorm was
afgeleid van de klassieke discus, het werp-gewicht uit de Griekse athletiek.
Maar dan gedacht als voertuig, als ideale vorm voor een vliegend toestel.
Aanvankelijk bestond die vorm alleen in de fantasie, als de klassieke vorm van
het voertuig waarmee buitenaardse wezens ons bezoeken. Maar al in 1951
ontwierp ene Fred Morrison de handaangedreven miniatuurversie van deze
vorm, die in staat was daadwerkelijk te vliegen en het oog de esthetische
verrukking te geven, die de vliegbeweging van de pijl, de bal en de kogel in de
schaduw stelde, en een wereld van verschil met de kleine, logge
athletiekdiscus. De Morrison Pluto Platter waggelde niet, en stortte niet neer
nadat hij weggeslingerd werd, maar zeilde, zweefde en landde zacht.
Het was een plastic schijf van 22 centimeter doorsnee, met een rand van
anderhalve centimeter dikte, en een bescheiden koepeltje met vier
patrijspoorten. In de zestiger jaren ontwikkelde men steeds beter bestuurbare,
snellere en verder vliegende opvolgers van de oorspronkelijke Pluto Platter. De
Amerikaanse Marine deed een geheim onderzoek naar de bruikbaarheid van de
vliegende schijven op het slagveld: experimenten met fluoriscerende schijven,
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die door hun strakke en elegante glijvlucht de strijdende partijen langer en
beter zouden bijlichten dan de gebruikelijke lichtkogels aan parachutes. Ook
ontwikkelde men een machine, die in staat was vliegende schijven te lanceren.
Van de militaire toepassing is weinig terecht gekomen en in de ruimtevaart is
men nog steeds niet toe aan vliegende schotels. Alle aandacht gaat uit naar de
integratie van ruimtevaart en traditionele luchtvaart, getuige de Spaceshuttles.
De beste toepassing van de vliegende schijf is momenteel te vinden in de
sport. De vliegende schijf als de bal van het ruimtetijdperk. In die gedaante is
hij beter bekend als frisbee, en wordt gebruikt in een grote verscheidenheid
aan individuele en teamsporten.
Wie meent dat de frisbee kinderspeelgoed is heeft nooit, het New Yorkse
Ultimate Frisbee Team in een vol Leuvens Voetbalstadion de finale om het
wereldkampioenschap tegen de Finnen zien spelen. Het strakke zeilen van een
schijf met een snelheid van tegen de honderd kilometer per uur over een
afstand van zestig meter, eindigend in de hand van een hoog opgesprongen
speler, die zich in de ‘end-zone’ van de tegenstander bevindt en daarmee voor
zijn team scoort, biedt een aanblik die in esthetisch opzicht van Bastens
doelpunt uit 1988 benadert.
Jarenlang dacht ik dat niets de esthetische verrukking van de vliegende schijf
kon overtreffen. En dat de ruimtevaart beeldend gezien voorgoed in een
impasse was geraakt. Maar onlangs kwam ik iets tegen dat wat mij betreft
naar concept en vormgeving als de toekomst van de ruimtevaart als beeldende
kunstvorm gelden mag: het zonnezeilschip.
Dat was in het boek Project Solar Sail uit 1988, uitgebracht door de World
Space Foundation en samengesteld door de uitvinder (hij bedacht al tijdens de
tweede wereldoorlog een communicatie-netwerk van om de aarde cirkelende
satellieten) en sciencefictionschrijver Arthur C. Clarke. Het boek houdt zich
bezig met de onmiddellijke toekomst van de ruimtevaart. De opbrengst van het
boek komt ten goede aan de World Space Foundation, die zich ten doel stelt
een onbemand zonnezeilschip uit een baan om de aarde te laten vertrekken,
voorbij de maan en verder, op expeditie naar een nieuwe Nieuwe Wereld.
Waarom zonnezeilen? Is raketvoortstuwing niet goed genoeg meer? Om in een
baan om de aarde te komen zijn raketten nog onmisbaar, maar voor het
maken van reizen buiten ons zonnestelsel zijn ze te zwaar en dus te langzaam.
De acceleratie van een raket kan heel indrukwekkend zijn, maar omdat de
brandstof en de motor zelf zo zwaar zijn kan die ook maar kort duren.
Raketvoortstuwing berust op domme kracht.
Als we onze handpalm pal in het zonlicht houden voelen we warmte. Wat we
niet kunnen voelen is de druk die de op onze huid botsende fotonen
uitoefenen. Die is op het oppervlak van een hand zo'n 0,000028349 gram.
Lachwekkend weinig. Maar een zeil van een ultradunne soort aluminium,
waarvan een vierkante kilometer twintig gram weegt, vangt in de eerste
seconde een druk van een paar kilo, genoeg om een halve centimeter vooruit
te worden gedreven.
Het bijzondere is natuurlijk dat de acceleratie eindeloos doorgaat: het zonlicht
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blijft gewoon in het zeil schijnen. Na een minuut zijn we een kleine twintig
meter verder, met een snelheid van anderhalve kilometer per uur. Omdat er in
de ruimte geen wrijving is blijft ons zonnezeil vrolijk door accelereren, en na
een dag schiet het vooruit met meer dan drieduizend kilometer per uur. Na
twee dagen in een baan om de aarde heeft het snelheid genoeg om aan het
zwaartekrachtveld van de aarde te ontsnappen en kan het zijn reis door het
zonnestelsel beginnen.
Op deze manier kunnen snelheden bereikt worden die tientallen malen hoger
zijn dan die van raketvoortgestuwde schepen. Eigenlijk is het zonnezeilschip
nog maar een eerste stap in deze nieuwe fase van het ruimte reizen. Want
eenmaal uit het zonnestelsel neemt de intensiteit van het zonlicht natuurlijk af.
Vandaar dat men denkt aan laserkanonnen in een baan om de aarde die een
gerichte lichtstraal over enorme afstanden in het lichtzeil van het ruimteschip
schijnen.
Zowel naar concept als naar vorm is het lichtzeilschip een breuk met alle
voorgaande ruimtevaart. Het lichtschip heeft het stadium van het projectiel
definitief achter zich gelaten. Het wordt bovendien door dit type schip
denkbaar om binnen de duur van een mensenleven een andere ster te
bereiken. De vormgeving van het frêle zeil van ultradun metaal, dat op aarde
onder zijn eigen gewicht zou bezwijken varieert van een uit vele ringen
bestaande schijf, of een vierkant van tien kilometer, tot een cluster van
langwerpige banen, die als spaken van een denkbeeldig wiel om het schip zelf
heen zijn gebouwd. Het mag duidelijk zijn dat met het lichtzeil het beeldend
repertoire van de ruimtevaart enorm is uitgebreid.
In de jaren negentig richtte Carl Sagan, de wetenschapper en populairwetenschappelijke beroemdheid, The Planetary Society op. Met privaat geld
werden ruimtemissies voorbereid. Aan twee reizen naar Mars deed de Society
mee en leverde instrumenten voor experimenten om de rode planeet te
onderzoeken. Maar de grootste missie waaraan de Society zich al jaren wijdt is
het ontwikkelen van een zonnezeilschip. In de visionaire woorden van Sagan:
‘We have lingered long enough on the shores of the cosmic ocean. We are
ready at last to set sail to the stars.’
Na jaren van ontwerpen en testen gin 21 juni 2005 vanaf een Russische
onderzeeboot een Volna raket de lucht in met aan boord de Cosmos I, het
eerste echte zonnezeilschip. Helaas slaagden de Russen er niet in om de
ontkoppeling van de meertrapsraket vlekkeloos te laten verlopen. Hoewel in de
weken erna wel gruizelige signalen werden opgevangen die van de Cosmos
zouden kunnen zijn, geldt de lancering als mislukt. Het zeil heeft zich niet
ontvouwt. Het schip is vermist.
Het geplande zonnezeilschip zelf is een kleine gondel, die met een kwetsbaar
ogende kabel-constructie aan een reusachtige zilveren wolk hangt. Het is het
voorlopige hoogtepunt in de ruimtevaart als onbedoelde beeldende kunst. Het
reist met de hoogste snelheid ooit door mensen bereikt zonder er snel en
gestroomlijnd uit te zien. Het schip beweegt alleen maar omdat licht iets
weegt, en is om al die redenen nog mooier dan de Spoetnik 1. Dat de Cosmos
I als losse flodder in de duisternis van de ruimte verloren is gegaan doet niets
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af aan de sculpturale pracht van het schip. Mijn verlangen naar een volgend
zonnezeilschip, dat we ‘s nachts als een snel bewegende ster zullen kunnen
zien passeren, wint zelfs aan intensiteit door het tragi-komische lot van de
Cosmos I. Het heeft iets onnozels of zelfs pervers, maar ik hoop uit de grond
van mijn hart dat de Cosmos 2 er komt en de zon succesvol in de zeilen krijgt.
(Uit: Straatsofa, Amsterdam 2005)
Postscript 2013
Until 2010, no solar solar sails had been successfully used in space as primary
propulsion systems. On May 21, 2010, the Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency (JAXA) launched the IKAROS (Interplanetary Kite-craft Accelerated by
Radiation Of the Sun) spacecraft. This successfully deployed a
200m2 experimental solar sail on June 10. In July, the next phase, the
demonstration of acceleration by radiation, began. On July 9 it was verified
that IKAROS had collected radiation from the Sun and had begun photon
acceleration. The total effect over six months of this flight was 100m/s.
IKAROS had a diagonal spinning square sail of 20m (66ft), made of a 7.5micrometre (0.0075mm) thick sheet of polyimide. The polyimide sheet had a
mass of about 10 grams per square metre. A thin-film solar array was
embedded in the sail, in the form of eight LCD panels, whose reflectivity could
be adjusted for altitude control. IKAROS spent six months travelling to Venus,
and then began a three-year journey to the far side of the Sun.
A team from NASA developed a solar sail mission called NanoSail-D, the first
version of which was lost in a launch failure aboard a Falcon 1 rocket on
August 3, 2008.The second backup version, NanoSail-D2, was launched on
a Minotaur IV on November 19, 2010. Deployed in low earth orbit, this became
NASA's first solar sail. The objectives of this mission were to test sail
deployment technologies and to gather data about the use of solar sails as a
simple, 'passive' means of de-orbiting dead satellites and space debris.
The NanoSail-D2 was made from aluminium and plastic, and weighed less than
4.5 kg. The sail had about 9.3m2 of light-catching surface. After some initial
problems, the solar sail was successfully deployed and over the course of its
240-day mission reportedly produced a 'wealth of data' concerning the use of
solar sails as passive de-orbiting devices.
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An Interview with Angelo Vermeulen by Michelle Kasprzak
Michelle Kasprzak: Could you tell me about the turning point moments in your
career?
Angelo Vermeulen: The first turning point was meeting British photographer
Nick Waplington back in the 90’s during a workshop in Hasselt, Belgium. This
was at the time when I was wrapping up my PhD and also my photography
studies. I really was inspired by his work and I actually wrote to him after “I
want to make a transition from science to arts. Could I come over to London?
I'm just interested to hang out for a while, and learn.” He said, “Yeah, sure.
Come over.” He allowed me to use his darkroom, his equipment, and he gave
me feedback, too. Nick also introduced me to the London art scene back in ’99,
and I ended up staying there for a year. This was very formative for me, as it
gave me a very good sense of being critical towards the art world and avoiding
the pitfalls of the art market, while focusing on developing yourself in a much
deeper sense. Obviously, in places like New York and London, there is this
huge pressure of the art market to try and fit in with existing paradigms. Nick
was somebody who always pushed me to think beyond existing paradigms.
That was a very first crucial turning point.
When I went back to Belgium, the second very important turning point were
my studies at HISK, the Higher Institute of Fine Arts in Antwerp. In my
application I proposed to make a transition from photography and video (which
I was exploring intensively back in that time) towards installation art. And
that's what I did. In two and a half years at HISK, I received personal
feedback, and the opportunity to develop my art installations there. Basically,
what I'm known for now is what I was developing there, but with the regular
feedback of visiting artists, lecturers, and critics.
During my time at HISK I met another influential person, Antoon van den
Braembussche, an art philosopher, famous in the Netherlands and Belgium
through his book Thinking Art. We clicked very well during his guest professor
visit at HISK. We stayed in touch, and the first time I visited him at his home,
we had a memorable five hour conversation. It was very intense, and we both
thought, “we need to do something with this.” Later we made a
book, Baudelaire in Cyberspace, a collection of ten dialogs on the relation
between arts, science and digital culture. That was really a huge turning point
in my artistic development.
Another crucial turning point was in 2008, when Professor Max Mergeay, who
was working for the European Space Agency, discovered my work during a
talk. We were both giving presentations in Brussels the same afternoon. He
told me, “You know, it would be interesting if you could come over to our
collaborators from the European Space Agency and give a presentation about
your work. I think there is some synergy going on here between your work and
our MELiSSA research project. You’re a professional biologist but you’re also an
artist and designer. We could probably work together.”
He and a colleague invented the MELiSSA system, a regenerative ecosystem
for future long-term space flight. MELiSSA is an artificial ecosystem that
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transforms all the molecules that come out of the human body into nutrients
for plants. At the same time, the plants produce oxygen and purify water. It’s a
full circle, ‘closed’ system.
This became the start of what I'm doing now; it became my entry into the
world of space exploration. I ended up applying for the NASA-funded HI-SEAS
mission (see postscript for mission description), which I completed almost four
months ago. I became the crew commander of this Mars simulation in Hawaii.
While entering the world of space exploration, I decided to start a new PhD at
TU Delft, in the Participatory Systems research group.The guidance of my two
advisors Prof. Frances Brazier and Dr Caroline Nevejan; being exposed to their
advanced ideas has had a tremendous impact these past two years. They are
really challenging me in my current work.
If you summarize it, it's very much about looking for personal growth, being
open to and seeking mentorship. And during that whole process, constantly
building communities and transmitting what I pick up – I'm transmitting it to
global communities all over the world. That's really how I see myself as an
artist. As much as I'm an explorer, I'm also really a connector – somebody who
transmits information between layers of society.

Angelo Vermeulen and Simon Engler test driving a CSA Juno rover in Montreal during the 2013 HI-SEAS mission.
Photo by Yajaira Sierra-Sastre.

MK: It sounds like it's also about not being afraid of change.
AV: Yes, I do need change. Sometimes I say to myself, “Why am I making my
life so complicated? Why can't I just invent an artistic ‘signature’ and keep
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doing that for the next four decades?” But depending on the moment I'm
operating more like a designer, an artist, or a scientist, and it's never pure. It's
not that on occasions I'm only a scientist, and on others only an artist. It's a
continuous movement of focus within a mixed field of specialties. During the
HI-SEAS mission, I performed scientific research: data measurements,
statistical analysis, etc. But there is no way around the fact that my artistic
sensibility is influencing the choice of things to investigate, and how I'm
investigating them. You can't separate that.
MK: We've been doing a research project at V2_ about innovation in extreme
scenarios. What we're finding interesting is when we interview people, one
thing that keeps coming up is a push-pull between the ideas of creativity and
innovation. People often put creativity with artists and innovation with
scientists. How do you place it? What do you think the difference between
creativity and innovation is, if there is one?
AV: Innovation is all about progress, while creativity can be about progress but
doesn't necessarily have to be about progress. That's how I simply define it.
For me, innovation is situated under the umbrella of creativity. Also, it’s a very
specific cultural idea that we have to look for progress. You could embrace a
life where you don’t really embrace progress on a technological and material
level. If you fully embrace Buddhism, for example, the main progress you
would envision is a sort of inner growth. You’re not going to develop all kinds
of disruptive technological systems for the sake of disruption. But the Western
world is all about relentless progress on a material level – though Chinese and
Arab cultures have this innovation drive as well.
You know, sometimes I really wonder if it is innate in humans to be innovative,
or if there are cultures that aren't motivated to innovate on a material,
technological level. It's quite interesting to see where that comes from, these
two world views. Do we have to move the world forward in a material sense, or
do we focus on something entirely different? Do we invent, or do we simply
accept what we have, the traditions that we have?
The model we're commonly using around innovation is based on the Industrial
Revolution and a specific interpretation of what an artist should be, the ‘avantgarde’. Mass production needs mass consumption, and innovation has proven
to be the most effective strategy to keep that flow going. But then there’s also
the idea of the avant-garde – artists at the forefront of cultural expression. It’s
a concept that is still at the heart of contemporary art, but also a driving force
in popular culture such as pop music. This also keeps people longing for
‘progress’.
MK: You could also say that today maybe we're trapped a little bit. We're in a
progress trap. It's progress for the sake of progress.
AV: Which is driven by consumer society, which relates back to my point on the
Industrial Revolution.
MK: Should we be focusing on fixing Earth before we explore space? How do
those of us who work on things that are definitely about progress feel about
progress?
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AV: It's very ambiguous for me. First of all, I'm a futurist, and my idea of
futurism comes from being a biologist and having embraced the idea of
evolution. For me, futurism and evolution are deeply related. It's a natural
interest of mine to boost things forward.
There's also discourse about ‘the end of art’. It's actually an old discussion that
has been going on for a few centuries, starting with Hegel. Art has reached a
point where it has become something else, it no longer satisfies by itself alone,
the deepest needs of the spirit. As Danto stated, we have outgrown art. To be
meaningful, we should look at art as an object of intellectual consideration. As
an artist, I don’t totally believe this.
I'm not against conceptual art, but I don’t believe we're at the end of art
where it has gotten entirely disconnected from spiritual needs. I think it's a
very narrow-minded way of looking at the potential of art. It's simply a fact
that every human has a unique psychocultural configuration – every single
human is a unique combination of things. And then, every single day is an
example of a day which has progressed somehow. If you bring those two
together, it's impossible not to make art which is progressing. So when people
tell me “everything has been done”, that's going to be really hard to prove. I
don’t believe that. And it’s precisely within this potential to reach out to the
ever-changing future one can find a spiritual quality, a meta-perspective. I’m
not creating futuristic art works merely because I’m interested in science
fiction, but because I’m fascinated by the mystery of human evolution on a
much larger scale.
Why would we go to space if we haven’t fixed Earth? First of all, I don’t think
it's an either/or question. I think we can definitely go to space and at the same
time, fix Earth.
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Oleg Abramov on EVA during the 2013 HI-SEAS mission. Photo by Angelo Vermeulen.

One thing we need to fix is to spend way less money on developing weapons to
kill people all over the world. The genius, creativity, innovation, energy, and
passion that is put into developing systems to kill people is just insane. If even
a fraction of that would be redirected to other causes, the whole world would
be better off. Space exploration doesn't even come close to the resources
being poured into the war industry.
Also, I don’t look at space exploration as an apocalyptic scenario. The Seeker
art project that I'm currently developing in Ljubljana is the fourth version of
the project. We're building a community-designed starship – it's social design.
With a group of people, both local and international, we envision what a
starship could be like. We approach this by integrating people, technology and
ecology. I always make it clear when we start that this is not an ‘ark’. We're
not escaping some apocalyptic scenario and trying to find our way out. We're
placing ourselves outside of Earth because that is a unique position where you
can take a distance from specific traditions and paradigms. You can radically
rethink things. And once you figure out solutions, you can bring them back to
Earth and use them to travel deeper into space – because we're a species of
explorers after all.
MK: Tell us a bit more about the project you're doing there in Ljubljana, and
who’s building it with you.
AV: The project was originally conceived for the Witteveen+Bos
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Art+Technology Award last year. I was asked to create an exhibition
accompanying the award ceremony, and I said: “One of the reasons you gave
me this award was because of my co-creation efforts. I 'd like to make an
artwork with your company since you're giving me the award.” They were
interested, and so I came up with the idea of building a spaceship. We also
opened the project up to the entire city of Deventer where Witteveen+Bos is
based. Consequently a mix of artists and engineers worked on it for months,
trying to figure out how to build a spaceship that is not just a prop for a
science fiction movie, but is an actual system and representation of how
ecology, people and technology could be blended into interesting
configurations.
We ended up with a huge prototype. And then I was invited to exhibit the
project at Z33 in Hasselt. We decided to keep the architecture but to strip the
entire interior and rethink it. Now, for this version here at the Museum of
Modern Art in Ljubljana, we’re using part of the original components. We're
keeping the base and some of the actual raw materials. But we’ve also been
re-imagining the entire outside architecture. It's really almost like a biologically
growing, artwork that evolves over time in different places, driven by the
people that I’m collaborating with.
The people that I work with are usually multidisciplinary just as in Biomodd,
which is my previous community-driven project. It's usually a mix of people
with either some background in design, arts and architecture, hackers,
gamers, horticulturists. We have scientists joining in as well and so it's really
art and science mixed together, with the scientists and engineers learning
about installation art, and the artists learning all kinds of things about science
by being involved.
This is a much more inclusive way of working with people. For me, it's as much
an exploration of shaping an idea as it is for them. This is a very different
position than a traditional artist who just needs labour to have his/her or idea
come to life. One of the important things that I started doing from the second
version on was running isolation missions within Seeker. I started running
isolation missions based on my experience with HI-SEAS. This proved to be
very interesting. I locked myself up inside the artwork with five fellow artists at
Z33. We didn't come out for a few days. However, we had our own sanitation
system, water and food supply. We cooked, and we could sleep there. We had
discussions, and we continued building.
This proved to be an incredible eye-opener. Of course it's different than a
scientific mission, but the human connection you build by being isolated like
this – even if it's just for a few days – generates outputs and discussions that
are very rich. In the future, I want to start using those missions for moments
of cultural production: getting together in isolation and produce things, ideas,
videos, texts, whatever we can generate.
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Seeker [HS ] interior view. Photo by Kristof Vrancken.

MK: How did your art practice influence how you led the HI-SEAS mission?
AV: My community art projects had a huge impact on how I developed my
leadership during the HI-SEAS mission. Of course, you could also argue that I
have a specific personality that drives me to doing things like community art
projects and HI-SEAS. The experience that I built up during my community art
projects was very valuable. It made me more at ease with groups and provided
me with a very inclusive type of leadership. I was not the kind of crew
commander that would wake up in the morning and then shout orders to the
crew about what needs to be done. This is very military style, which some of
my friends actually advised me to use. But I absolutely refused to develop a
style like that.
One of the things that is typical for space exploration is working with highly
qualified people, usually leaders in their own fields. You have to approach
leading differently and look at it as a collaborative effort. There's two things
that I focused on as the commander of the HI-SEAS mission: the first was
maximizing individual potential, putting myself in service of the potential of my
crew. I observed the capacities of each crew member which are relevant for
the whole group and mission. As soon as an obstacle to using those capacities
arose, I helped them out to clearly identify the obstacle, and try to remove it.
The second focus point was crew cohesion. This was something I was focusing
on all the time, building a sense of community, which of course comes out of
Biomodd and Seeker. Obviously, if you see something which might lead to
conflict in the group, you try to eliminate it as fast as possible instead of letting
it fester. Also, and this is really my personal style, I was consciously keeping all
communication lines open all the time. It started with the morning briefing
where I would invite every single person to speak up instead of ‘whoever wants
to talk’.
During HI-SEAS I developed a culture of sharing very consciously. I invited
everyone to spend time in the shared workspace every day. It didn't have to be
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long, but I didn't want crew isolating themselves in their rooms, which is very
tempting because it's easier to focus that way. In the long run, it balances out
and is even better because there's more harmony in the group. What happens
if you work in a shared workspace: you talk, you help each other out. That's
extremely important in these intense psychological experiments.
Another interesting point is my ‘commander experiment’, which is an example
of how I'm interested in social engineering and evolution. I woke up one
morning with an idea. After breakfast, I told my crew, “Listen, I have this new
idea. I want to give my role to you. I want to give you the opportunity to
experience my position, to expand your experience so when you come out of
here, you have more experience than just being a regular crew member. Who’s
interested to take over this place?” Then, four out of my five crew members
showed interest.
During subsequent weeks, different people in my crew took over the
commander role and I took a step back. Of course, they changed the rules.
This proved to be a very valuable experience. On the one hand, it was not easy
because, implicitly, there’s criticism within the changes. On the other hand,
every now and then you see that some strategies work better, and you have to
acknowledge that.
I ended up absorbing the successful strategies of my crew in my own
leadership style. By the end of the mission, I had a true hybrid style – my own
preferences, mixed with things that I discovered through my crew. Some of my
crew members told me when they were the commander, “Now I realize what
you're going through every day.” There was a much better understanding of
being a leader. The experiment worked in many interesting ways, and I think I
could only create these kind of social experiments with the artistic background
that I have.
This experiment also relates to my PhD at Delft University of Technology,
wherein I'm developing new concepts for starships. It's quite a speculative,
conceptual PhD, but I'm also building prototypes and running computer models
so it's not utter science fiction.
One of my main rationales for this rethinking of starship design is applying
biological concepts in engineering. I'm interested in building holistic systems
that integrate people, biology and technology. Instead of having a spaceship
which looks more like architecture with some people dropped in, I think more
deeply about the role of people within that architecture and the relationship
between the architecture (or the technology) and the people.
A third participant is biology, which should not be confined to one room where
there's some ecosystem growth. You can actually embed biology throughout
the whole starship. I'm interested in designing space systems that can evolve.
I'm not talking about a starship that can just architecturally evolve, but also
the internal biology and social structures can adapt and evolve. My commander
experiment is an example of social evolvability. In this way, I'm hoping we can
radically rethink space architectures.
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Biomodd [ATH ] 2007-2008, installation view. Photo by Angelo Vermeulen.

MK: What would be your ideal scenario for space exploration of the future? Is it
a starship that orbits, or creating new social systems on a different planet?
AV: My interest is not so much settling on a different planet. I'm very much
interested in ongoing exploration, the voyage. The starship I’m envisioning is a
system that is adaptable and it keeps on journeying. It might encounter places
but the journey never ends. That's basically my dream. It might dock, it might
visit, but it keeps going, we keep penetrating deeper and deeper, expanding
experience and knowledge.
MK: The colonization fantasies can be a bit dark, inevitably.
AV: Yes, it can be dystopian, but the again, exploration is always a form of
colonization. There's no way around it, even if you don’t build a settlement,
we’re still talking about an artifact of human culture that is penetrating into
deep space. Just like ongoing radio and TV signals leaving Earth at the speed
of light. In a way, that's also a sort of colonization.
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MK: Could you talk a little bit about success, failure and risk. For example, has
one of your projects ever been an outright failure or a “successful failure”?
AV: I don’t think I've had any Biomodd or Seeker project which I would
consider a failure. Of course, some of them are more intense or intricate than
other ones, and that's inevitable. It depends on the time, the resources, the
money, and especially the number and type of people that show up. When I
was developing Biomodd in New Zealand, we did not have a specific moment
to properly share it. We had a low-key reception at the end of the workshop,
but no real context of an exhibition. And it's simply hard to get a whole team
behind a big idea if there's no moment to bring it into the world. And it's not
just the opening event that is important. If you know that your collaborative
effort is going to be visible for at least some time, and is going to be part of a
larger discussion, you can really motivate a whole group of people because
they know they're going to change things. It energizes an entire group and
creates a sense of pride, a sense of expectation. It creates social dynamics
because people start inviting their personal social groups to join in, and to
come and visit. It's absolutely crucial. These projects, as much as they are
about the process, are also about the final statements and provocations that
we make.
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Biomodd Workshop New Plymouth, 2011, e-waste recycling.

Failure is mostly perceived in retrospect. You think: ”I should have
communicated with that person in a different way. I should have managed that
group dynamic a little differently.” For me, failures in these projects can be
traced back to not being open to the actual potential that’s there. In order to
be open to this, you have to let go of your preconceptions and expectations,
which is truly hard.
Secondly, it demands a lot of trust. If you don’t have trust in the group, you
will become controlling and start dominating the entire project. You want to
make sure your reputation as an artist won't go down. But that's not going to
work. You have to trust it all. You have to trust the future, the people.
If you have a well-tuned group, you don’t even need to tell every individual
person what needs to be done. People automatically self-organize, they know
what needs to be done to make the work powerful. It's an amazing thing that
happens, and it's all about keeping communication open.
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MK: A well-tuned group is the Holy Grail. On a process note, how do you get
people involved? Do you select people?
AV: No, I don't select the group, everyone is welcome. Also, I try to treat
everyone very equally. There's no hierarchy concerning experience, age,
degrees you have. When I was working on the first Seeker, for Witteveen+Bos,
they said, “Your model is actually very interesting for our company because
you treat everyone extremely equally.” There are no persistent power games
within the group because people don’t feel entitled to take a higher position as
everyone is consistently being treated very equally.
Because of this treatment of the group as a whole, creativity is boosted. If you
don’t do that, people will start building counter-productive power relationships
within the group. People will say things like, “This project is about space
exploration and I have the most experience with this …” and then you get
positioning of people within the group. Of course, this always happens to a
certain extent. It would be naive to think it won't happen, but you can
minimize adverse positioning.
When such adverse positioning happens, it can be very destructive for group
dynamics because the people that are doubting their position in the group will
either leave, or they will just sit and wait instead of taking ownership. My goal
in my community art projects is to stimulate everybody to take ownership
through embracing certain aspects and making it their own. It’s not easy.
Sometimes, I do fall into the mode of the artist who starts to micromanage
things. I don’t think there's been even one project where I didn't have those
moments.
When that happens my team has to put me on the spot and say “stop it”. It's a
continuous process of self-regulation and group regulation.
MK: Are extreme scenarios where you have to be very careful about how you
conduct your every movement an ideal situation for coming up with innovative
new concepts? Or is this more a scenario where you have to stick to the plan?
AV: If you enter very risky situations, the worst you can do is making a plan
and then sticking to the plan. That's pretty much a recipe for complete failure.
The only way out if you enter a very risky or unpredictable situation is
resilience. You have to be resilient, which is all about building capacity for
change. Forget about the plan. You can make a plan, but you have to know
that you probably have to throw the plan out, and that that's fine.
Postscript:
HI-SEAS: The Hawaii Space Exploration Analog and Simulation (HI-SEAS.org)
is a new Mars analog program studying food supply/preparation options, team
function and performance, and life support resource requirements. The habitat
site, in the saddle area of Mauna Loa on the Island of Hawai'i, is both visually
and geologically similar to Mars, enabling crewmembers to conduct highfidelity exploration EVAs and test space suit components and rovers in a
challenging environment. An 11-meter diameter geodesic dome structure
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enclosing two stories of living, working, and laboratory space serves as a
habitat for a crew of six. It is powered by a combination of diesel and solar
power and is instrumented to provide real-time monitoring of water and power
use and control of internal temperature and CO2 level. Communication delays
built into the habitat's internet connection mimic those anticipated for a real
Mars mission. The initial HI-SEAS mission, April 16 - August 13, 2013, was
funded by NASA's Human Research Program primarily to test differences
between crew-cooked and pre-prepared food systems. Related studies on
power, water, and labor requirements for food preparation and cleanup
accompanied the food study, along with a complement of crew-directed and
"opportunistic" research projects related to team dynamics, crew sleep,
antimicrobial garments, robotics, habitat thermographics, and hydroponics. A
team of 30 volunteers from around the world served as mission support staff.
During the next three years, NASA will fund three more HI-SEAS missions of 4,
18, and 12 month duration, focusing on studies of crew autonomy,
performance and training. The opportunistic studies planned for these future
missions may include testing of EVA equipment, water recycling, waste
management, medical telemetry and telemedical simulations.
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Extent of Exposure—Risk in Space and Space Analogues
Regina Peldszus & Alex Salam
ANALOGUES
Living and working in space entails significant physical and behavioural risks,
whether in the context of conducting experiments on board an orbital platform
today, or in the future, the remote-control of lunar mining equipment,
extravehicular activity to service satellites, or the collection of samples on a
planetary surface. Once the violent G-forces of the launch have been ridden
out, the crew faces a hostile environment humans have not evolved to inhabit.
Acute environmental stressors can be mediated through the use of technology:
the immediate habitat can be made to provide adequate pressure, a breathable
atmosphere, protection from extreme temperatures and radiation, and
countermeasures can be taken against physiological deconditioning due to
reduced gravity. More latent aspects of the human condition kick in however as
mission duration increases. Technological and medical issues and emergencies
—from muscle atrophy to power cuts, mood decrements or appendicitis—are
exacerbated through extreme isolation and remoteness: conditions that not
only foster some of these stressors and expedite their consequences, but also
render their counteracting more difficult. With no possibility of re-supply or
rescue, the crew ultimately relies entirely on itself.
In order to cope, crews are trained and prepared for many eventualities, and
missions are planned and designed to minimize these risks. Yet, where do we
get experience and data from before exposing crews to the actual space
environment? Strategies can be based on insights and evidence from previous
missions but when emergencies have occurred, it has been technically and
logistically taxing to collect data on these incidents or developments. At the
same time, it is challenging for the analyst or planner to access the space
environment to experience, research and design for it.
If we cannot access the setting to immerse ourselves, our training subjects, or
our technologies in it, then how can we tackle the risks, particularly in view of
future scenarios that are incomparable to historical missions to date? It is to
this end that, since the advent of human spaceflight, a range of testbeds has
evolved (Bishop, 2011). With different degrees of fidelity and complexity in
set-up and operation, these range from bed rest studies, parabolic flights, and
neutral buoyancy facilities where some of the physical aspects of the space
environment can be mimicked, to isolation chambers in research complexes,
undersea habitats, and remote duty bases in polar regions that evoke the
isolation and confinement of extended, remote missions. Whole landscapes
become laboratories—like Antarctica (Sandal et al., 2006)—as they offer
somewhat controlled conditions within which to observe the complexities and
subtleties of human behaviour and performance, as they unfold over durations
of thirteen to seventeen months.
No single analogue alone can recreate the different conditions of space in their
entirety and elicit the associated set of physical and psychological changes, but
each of them excels at mimicking one or more aspects. In conjunction, and
together with evidence from previous missions, they offer insights into the
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impact of the hostile space environment, and the effects of both technical
failures and medical emergencies on physical and psychological health.
HEALTH AND A HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT
Human physiology is adapted to the Earth’s gravitational, atmospheric, and
geomagnetic fields. In space, in the absence of these, the human body
undergoes a series of changes.
Nausea and vomiting are often the first symptoms upon transition to reduced
gravity. These occur due to a mismatch between the visual and the vestibular
systems. This is initially accompanied by facial swelling, nasal congestion, and
headaches as body fluids redistribute themselves. In parabolic flight, a
specially adapted plane flies a series of parabolic trajectories in order to
recreate twenty-second blocks of near-weightlessness. This allows us to study
these early changes and adaptations that occur in a microgravity environment.
The body fluid redistribution from the legs to the head, a syndrome described
as ‘puffy face-bird legs’ syndrome, is thought to lead to increased pressure
within the skull and brain tissue, resulting eventually in visual impairment.
Some months of six-degree head-down tilted bed rest here on Earth mimics, to
a degree, these fluid shifts.
Over time, even intensive daily exercise programmes cannot prevent muscle
and bone loss. Changes in muscle volume and architecture are not limited to
skeletal muscle, but also affect the heart. The decrease in blood volume that
occurs as a result of fluid redistribution, in combination with cardiac atrophy,
leads to the inability to maintain blood pressure when standing upon return to
Earth (or any environment with greater than micro-gravity) and, as a
consequence, fainting. This puts astronauts at risk of serious fractures, a
situation that could be life-threatening during planetary surface missions. The
psychological and practical impact of an injured or dead crew member on the
rest of the team would be significant. Along the way, astronauts are also
exposed to elevated radiation levels that can lead to cancer, cataracts and
central nervous system dysfunction. The levels and types of radiation
encountered in space are particularly difficult to recreate and study on Earth.
By the end of an extended, long distance space mission, an initially healthy
astronaut may risk returning as a weak, fragile, partially blind, cognitively
impaired shell of his or her former self.
THE CURTAIN OF BLACKNESS: PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESSORS
Spaceflight also involves significant psychological stress and elevations in
stress hormones, potentially leading to cognitive and behavioural decrements.
To a degree, most stressors in space can be related to extreme isolation and
confinement—a setting that, from a behavioural perspective, humans, as a
highly social species, are not well adapted to. Humans depend on meaningful
social contact and support; inadequacy or lack thereof has a significant impact
on our mental and physical well-being. When confined to small habitable
volumes in monotonous sensory conditions for prolonged periods of time with
only a handful of other people, humans may experience changes in behaviour.
These will, to a certain extent, be driven by the effects of stress hormones on
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specific brain structures and functions. We know from animal studies that
stress hormones affect areas of the brain such as the hippocampus (involved in
memory), the amygdala (involved in threat detection), and the pre-frontal
cortex (involved in complex decision-making and moderating social behaviour)
(Lupien et al., 2009). However, to what extent stress and stress hormones
affect human behaviour under conditions akin to spaceflight, and how best to
counteract and prevent any adverse changes, is currently unknown.
Several facilities on Earth allow for the recreation of the levels of isolation and
confinement felt in space, for instance in chamber facilities, such as Mars500
at the Institute of Biomedical Problems in Moscow. Antarctic research stations
have an advantage over chamber studies however, in that they carry an
element of actual danger, and evacuation can often take months, making these
more real analogues. This can make a significant difference to the amount of
stress experienced. The lack of acute danger in chamber studies (beyond a fire
in the module), and the possibility that one can ultimately open the hatch if
required, results in participants experiencing significantly less anxiety and
other psychiatric complaints than Antarctic personnel (Sandal et al., 1996). In
his account of the Belgian Antarctic Expedition in the late 19th century,
surgeon Frederick Cook was already describing the effects of the long, dark,
lonely Antarctic winter on the crew:
‘The curtain of blackness which has fallen over the outer world of icy desolation
has also descended upon the inner world of our souls. Around the tables, in the
laboratory, and in the forecastle, men are sitting about sad and dejected, lost
in dreams of melancholy from which, now and then, one arouses with an
empty attempt at enthusiasm… Each man is intent on being left alone to take
what comfort he can from memories of happier days, though such effort
usually leaves him more hopelessly oppressed by the sense of utter desertion
and loneliness.’ (Cook, 1909)
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Antarctic winter isolation. Photo by Alex Salam.

In an extreme scenario, severe stress in an isolated setting could unmask
latent psychiatric illness, which could have the potential to cause severe
disruption to the crew and the mission. In 1955 for example, during the
establishment of the main United States Antarctic station, one of the crew
members developed a full blown acute psychosis that ultimately required him
to be sedated for the remainder of the Antarctic winter (Stuster, 1996).
DARKER THAN DARK: THE FAILURE OF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
While health decrements gradually accumulate, the crew is also completely
dependent on their habitat and its life support systems for protection from
outside influences. The habitat acts as a safe haven from solar flares that can
irradiate the astronaut, but is, itself, vulnerable to decompression due to
micrometeorites that could puncture its hull and pose a significant and
immediate risk to life. With limited or periodically no external supply, most
habitats are quasi closed-loop environments where resources are recycled and
conserved; they are self-contained units and have to function reliably. When
the habitat system fails, the crew’s trust in technology is challenged.
During the Mars500 study, the crew had to wait out a twenty-seven hour
power cut. Their module started heating up as the ventilation system had
stopped working, the food in the freezer was close to spoiling, and there was
hardly any light to work to fix the problem. Being aware that this was a
planned failure injected by the team of scientists running the simulation, the
crew felt uncomfortable, yet knew that they were in reality safely inside the
research facility. When the same thing happened at Concordia research station
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—the second most isolated base in Antarctica—the sense of danger became
much more tangible. A power failure during the Antarctic winter meant no
light, no hot food, no heating, and for the habitat to face external
temperatures of up to minus eighty-four degrees. Despite the incident being
short (although the crew did not, of course, know how long it would go on for),
the impact on the mood of some crew members was significant, with several
experiencing a lasting sense of anxiety (Salam, 2012).
When medical doctor and US astronaut Jerry Linenger witnessed a power
failure during his 132-day stay aboard the Russian space station MIR, his diary
entry evokes the sense of being truly cut loose:
‘Last night it got really, really, really dark… We lost all electrical power…this was
un-Earthly dark. Darker than any dark I had ever seen…the word "dark" is not
adequate to describe what I saw. And silent. So silent.’ (Linenger, 2000)
MANIPULATING YOUR OWN INNARDS: THE MEDICAL EMERGENCY
Potential illnesses, latent behavioural changes, traumatic injuries, and life
support system failures may all require support and attention from the ground.
Providing adequate medical care in any remote environment, on site or
through telemedicine applications, such as to polar stations and underwater
laboratories like NEEMO (NASA Extreme Environment Mission Operations),can
represent a critical challenge. In space, this is compounded by the fact that
performing medical procedures, especially surgery, in reduced gravity can be
technically demanding, and equipment, consumables (such as medication or
blood reserves), and the volume needed to operate in are all limited. In any
case, not every medical contingency can be planned for. The expertise of the
crew medical officer will also be a limiting factor in the level of care that can be
provided. Although training in surgery, anaesthetics, medicine, and psychiatry
can be provided pre-departure, no doctor can be proficient in all of these fields.
At distances far from Earth, there will be no real-time communication and
advice for guidance. And despite assistance from non-medical crew members
cross-trained in a certain amount of emergency medical care, there are
potentially life-threatening situations in which a crew medical officer will have
to diagnose and treat him or herself. In 1961, Leonid Ivanovich Rogozov, while
stationed at the Russian Novolazarevskaya Antarctic station, developed
appendicitis. Unfortunately for Rogozov, he was the station doctor, and had no
choice but to perform an appendectomy on himself. One of his crewmates later
commented:
‘When Rogozov had made the incision and was manipulating his own innards
as he removed the appendix, his intestine gurgled, which was highly
unpleasant for us; it made one want to turn away, flee, not look—but I kept my
head and stayed. Artemev and Teplinsky also held their places, although it
later turned out they had both gone quite dizzy and were close to fainting.’
(Rogozov & Bermel, 2009)
THE ETHICS OF ANALOGUES
Operating on oneself, living through a power cut, a fire, the decompression of a
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space station, or attending to the breakdown of a colleague on a polar base,
these all represent extreme situations in already extreme settings. When
possible mission scenarios are ‘played out’ in the confines of a research
analogue however, a central question emerges: how far will we allow the
participant to be exposed to dangerous or stressful situations or conditions?
It is worth remembering that participants do self-select to take part in
simulations and polar operations, and are aware of the associated risks.
Studies in isolation chambers are especially bound by guidelines on ethics in
research involving human participants. The participant may interrupt or leave
the experiment at any time, but this is a hard decision to make when studies
are highly publicized in the media and represent multilateral collaborations.
Beyond choosing to leave a study, emergencies may require the participants to
be removed for their own health. As much as it would be intriguing to observe
and practice the real response of the crew to an emergency in a simulator, the
cost of acquiring this type of data outweighs the potential benefit of it—and
real operations, of course, already offer a string of exceptionally severe
scenarios that can be debriefed and examined in retrospect, or remotely in
real-time.
As simulation techniques evolve, even if one could recreate the space
environment with high fidelity, this would continue to raise ethical questions as
to whether it is appropriate to expose test subjects to broad and significant
risks to health and life. Ultimately, this question also surfaces in the context of
spaceflight per se, and the levels of risk we consider acceptable.
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An Interview with Kodwo Eshun by Geert Lovink
"Everything was to be done. All the adventures are still there." A
Speculative Dialogue with Kodwo Eshun
Originally published July 10, 2000
Reading Kodwo Eshun’s sonic fiction debut “More brilliant than the sun” is a
hallucinating, addictive experience. For months, I carried this theory bible on
me, inhaling sentence after sentence. As a DJ and music critic, Eshun speaks in
record tracks. Sitting on the oblique, waving designer floor of Rotterdam’s V2_
medialab, the following dialogue did not focus on Eshun’s thesis of electronic
black music as science fiction. Rather, we were investigating the genre of
speculative thought. My experiences with this particular text mode as a
member of the Foundation for the Advancement of Illegal Knowledge
(adilkno/bilwet) had shown how bewildering yet invigorating it is to go beyond
fixed definitions and interpretations. Ignore the academic mind police,
journalistic codes and the postmodern Zeitgeist. Concepts can freely and very
precisely be pushed, stretched, reversed, blurred, recombined, negated,
mutated. What are the rules of the intensive textual explorations? Certainly not
all bids are successful. Theory craze can turn into paranoia, disgust, intellectual
exhaustion. It is possible to misread the signs of the time in search of the right
mix of cultural artifacts and turn cynical as a misunderstood genius. One gets
easily lost on the wide planes of immanence. Obviously, a brilliant concept can
as well turn you into a millionaire, pop star, or at least a celebrity inventor.
For a while speculative thought and the rise of new media had been a
productive couple. In September 1999, when this interview with recorded, I
felt that this historical situation, the “short summer of the Internet”, had
already come to a close. Kodwo Eshun’s golden days of techno, drum ‘n’ bass,
drugs and psychedelic theory, Deleuze and Guattari and cybernetics must have
been revealed to him around that same period, in the mid-to late nineties.
Kodwo was still under the spell of it. We both felt that the primal energy was
there. One just has to tap into it, no matter what the historical weather
forecast said. To me, negative thinking and speculative thought were allies.
The “alien” pole and engagement of the critic in the everyday both move away
from the ritualized phrases of today’s advertisement and PR discourse.
Speculative thought heads way beyond today’s visionary – and is much more
risky. Rather than than promoting linear growth scenarios, radical models for
unlikely futures are being assembled. The game with ideas is all yours. But
what are its rules?
Geert Lovink: Where in your biography would you trace the origins of
speculative thought?
Kodwo Eshun: One of the key inputs is McLuhan. There is an interview he gave
in 1968 called “Hot and Cool”. Here I realized that McLuhan had anticipated my
project. He was saying that the extraction of concepts from any field demands
that these concepts be used as probes in order to get into a possibility space.
Not to contextualize and historisize, tracing the archaeology of concepts, where
they come from, which is what academics are trained to do. Often it helps if
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the concept is quite empty. McLuhan was really fascinated by this.
It works well with science fiction, specifically J.G. Ballard. Science fiction as
theory on fast forward. In Ballard’s theory fiction, especially his “Atrocity
Exhibition” in 1970, and “Myths of the Near Future”, his trilogy “Crash”,
“Concrete Islands” and “High Rise” and in lots of his essays you have a
particular obsessive figure who is trying to work out and stage a particular
project: WW III, or the assassination of JFK and Malcolm X all over again. In
order to do that they are forced to go out and construct a theory kit. Take for
example a painting of Max Ernst, which will then have an aggressively
speculative meaning and function, which will then lead you into a new space
time. On the other side you have the scientist, who using speculative analysis
to understand the anti-hero’s speculative projects. Here we have two levels of
speculation, embedded inside fiction. The other thing is that Ballard is doing a
science fiction of the next minutes. He drops away the Star Wars space opera,
with its galactic and robotic elements. What you are left with is a science
fiction of nine minutes from now, the technology of plastics, the pill. He is
drawing a zodiac of the present.
We have the following: speculative theory embedded in science fiction, science
fiction re-interpreted as an analysis of the ongoing present. Add that to
McLuhan’s idea of extracting concepts and using them as probes to get to
somewhere new. Once I had found these aspects I became more conscious in
applying them to sonic concepts which composers and musicians would adopt.
Often they would not make programmatic statements. The concepts would
rather be buried in track titles or within an album cover. You would be able to
see it, but they would be compressed, abbreviated, and I wanted to unstuff
them.
One of the key elements I took from Deleuze and Guattari’s “Mille Plateaux”
was that philosophy should be reconstituted as concept manufacture.
Philosophy – Heidegger, Hegel, Merleau Ponty, Lacan – always gave me a
headache because it was imponderable. Content manufacture made it more
like being an electrician of thinking, trying to find circuit diagrams of the
present. D&G were so brilliant when they said: we can’t help it if Proust tells us
as much how space time works as Einstein does. We can’t help it if Henry Miller
tell us as much about desire works as Freud does. The theory fiction border is
utterly permutable.
These ideas came to me in 1994-96, when I met Nick Land, Sadie Plant, and
her PhD students Mark Fisher, Steve Goodman, Suzanne Livingston at
Warwick’s Cybernetic Culture Research Unit. We were all working on the same
thing, the permeable membrane between certain concepts, embedded in
science fiction, wanting to radicalize certain aspects of Harraway’s Cyborg
Manifesto. We got a particular boost from music. Sonically, drum ‘n’ bass
meant that we left the song far behind. There was new music coming out every
week and this obliged you to come up with a conceptual apparatus which was
totally post-human.
We were fascinated by the way in which rhythm had taken over. In the sixties
it was the guitarist who was the lead figure. In the seventies it was the
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synthesist. And in the nineties it was the drummer. If you imagine a sonic
triangle, with the singer in front, with guitarist and drummer on each corner. In
the nineties the drummer had move to the front, and both the singer and
guitarist had gone. It was not even a human drummer. It was the evolution of
rhythm as information, from the drum kit, to the sampler, to the virtual studio,
going from a mechanization to a virtualization and complexification of rhythm.
This meant that we could break with the tendency within experimental music,
where the further you would get into it, the rhythm would drop away, rewritten
into ambience and timbre. Listening to drum ‘n’bass meant that it would not
necessarily be that way. Rather the other way: you would go further into hyper
rhythm. Once we did that it gave us the confidence to use twentieth century
sonic concepts, use Stockhausen and Cage and reject their conclusion. Drum
‘n’ bass was using so much remixology. Key drum ‘n’ bass tracks were often
remixes of previous tracks. All around us people were so sober, so heavy and
moral, which used to depress us. We found that we could use all this material
as speculative playground and have an adventure of concepts.
I was really pleased to find an old essay by Sylvere Lothringer which explained
how they wanted people to use Semiotexte books for speculative acceleration.
Instead, people started using these text to prove their moral superiority,
saying “You are wrong, you have misunderstood Foucault.” They used theory
for prestige, to block speculation. That is why so many artists used to resent
theory. You would get these lame pieces, somebody trying to apply Heidegger
to Parliament-Funkadelic because they had seen the word “ontology” on a
cover, instead of taking Parliament to read Heidegger. They always did it the
other way round. Theory wasn’t being used to pluralize, to see that there was
theory everywhere you looked, and everywhere you listened.
When painters paint, they are theorizing immanently in the field of paint.
Sonically, when you compose, you are theorizing tonally. That was a key
breakthrough. When I wrote my book it did not have to be historical. It could
be a sonology of history, it did not have to be contextualization of sound. It
could be an audio-social analysis of particular vectors. Sound could become the
generative principle, could be cosmo-genetic, generate its own life forms, its
own worldview, its own world audition. That’s still the key break between my
book and most cultural studies analyses. They still have not understood that
sonology is generative in and of itself. Like every field is. Every material force
can generate its own form.
I was really inspired by the Futurists and Marinetti. For ten years I only read
critiques of the Futurists, saying they were fascists. In fact, they were the first
media theorists of the twentieth century. They were amazed by X-rays, by
artificial light and lamps, out in the street, by new camera’s and photography.
They just wanted to explore how new technologies broke up the solidity of the
organism and involved lines of force. Futurism, supremacism and
constructivism were the science-fiction of the first machine age. The fantastic
adventures of the early modernists, from Tatlin to Malevich. Machines, media
and art thinking were one and the same. Some artists are just extremely good
theorists. Still hard to find, this material. Go and look for the essays of El
Lissitsky. The same counts for the speculative writings of the photographers
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Robert Smithson and Gordon Matta-Clark. I realized that Barthes never had an
academic degree. And why McLuhan used to structure his ideas with number or
the alphabet, not be bored to death by the academic obligation to seriousness.
GL: Speculative acceleration, in my experience, can go two ways. The one is
going further and further into innerspace, exploring the spaces within spaces.
Opposite to this movement is a speculative thought which wants to go out,
towards the utopian, the Alien.
KE: The first move towards innerspace is the microscopic analysis. It scales
right down from the imaginary sound worlds that a record generates in your
head towards particular figures within that world. If you talk to people, this is
what they are really fascinated by. The sense that all these sonic life forms are
crossing from the world of the records into the world of your head. When you
put on headphones the functional expansion of your listen capacity your brain
grows to the seize of the universe. R Murray Schaefer, the inventor of terms
such as soundscape and schizophonics, talks about headphones as a
headspace which is not geographical but expansive. Both moves–towards the
inside and outside–are endless.
The drive towards the utopian and the alien works really strongly. I wanted to
break with the compulsory pessimism at the time. During my cultural studies
period I used to work on authors such as Franz Fanon, Edward Said, Homi
Bhabha. The premise was: because social relations in capitalism are bleak this
sets the parameters of our thought. I did not see why this was the case. I felt
all thought was being hemmed in, and locked, at certain point. It allowed a
fatalism, where the more blocked and frustrated the thought was, the more
there was some strange kind of dignity. There was this nobility in pessimism
and failure. Then I read D&Gs “Anti-Oedipus”, and Foucault who said: “Do not
think you have to be sad in order to militant.”
GL: At what point do you think a concept can hit reality and be transformed
into material practice? Speculative thought can easily drift away and become
irrelevant. I find it fascinating, almost addictive, to see concepts being
implemented into software, network architectures, artworks, living discourses.
How do you think it is possible, to get from the level of the individual author,
like you and me, onto a level of more complex organization, to jump from
individual subjectivity to a level where discourse gets materialized and
hardwired, where it gets written into software and networks?
KE: Once I left Warwick University I went abroad, to Vienna in 1996, meeting
Berlin people, Paul D. Miller in New York, reading Erik Davis from the
westcoast, getting in contact with Nomadsland magazine from Paris, I realized
that there are several people with a similar structural position, who had left
academia, infiltrating pop cultural spaces. They did not footnote their work and
refused to contextualize their work. I wasn’t alone. There were sectors in every
city who were moving along similar tendencies.
GL: We believe that theory can explore unknown land and does not have to
reduce its task to recite other people’s work. It has a certain avant-garde
position in it, a sense of anticipation. I do not feel ashamed by this, despite all
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the criticisms and the fact that the avant-garde has been declared dead at so
many occasions.
KE: I have given up listening to people saying all adventures are over, all
heroism is done, we are all born too late and have got no options but to sit
around and recombine the forms of other, greater people than we are. How
many years I have heard this? The grand narratives are all done. There is
nothing left to do. It is always told in our own good fortune. Once I started
meeting Sadie Plant and Nic Land at CCRU I realized this wasn’t at all the case.
Everything was to be done. All the adventures are still there.
Sadie Plant’s “Zeros and Ones” is a heroic book with a massive scope. It
crossed centuries, it generalizes wildly, it is rigorous, but it is also gigantic.
Sadie rejects all metaphors, nothing is like. Everything is scale, can be on the
one hand microscopic, and totally macro as well. Everything can be molecular
and molar.
I felt I was on the same side with all these people who have a common enemy
in the delibidinizers, the boring critics who take a sonic event and drain it, for
example by reducing the music to the social crowds it attracts. Fat Boy Slim
thus becomes students’ music. Instead we should see a formal analysis as a
first stage of rethinking the social. Phase one was criticizing everything. Phase
two was writing, being the hermit. Hiding away, refusing the phone calls, the
trips, the jobs. Phase three is now, travelling, the network, when you realize
that a book will never bring you any money. It is all about the communication
vectors which a book makes possible. My next book will be an afro-futurist
anthology with a historical section, with Samuel Buttler (The Book of the
Machines) to McLuhan and some of the composers. The second part will start
with David Toop and Greg Tate and will travel through Belgium, Germany and
France, Holland, the east- and westcoast. It will show the spread of concepts,
the linking of science fiction and sound, sonic fiction. Afro-futurism as a
transversal tendency running through popular culture, acting to destabilize
what people thought black identity was, what pop identity and culture identity
were. There was not only a compulsory pessimism in theory when I started.
There was also a compulsory ghetto-centricity of black popular culture. Always
this hermeneutics of the street.
GL: The identification of, let’s say, German kids with gangsta rap has proven to
be a trap.
KE: We could reject this and travel on totally different vectors. I wanted to
make what started in Sun Ra as a vector. It was important to destroy the
previous, like all avant-garde does and to move forward where black identity is
intermittent and hazy, often non existent, nullified. This led me towards
Identity as intermittent fluctuation, the epiphenomenon of convergent
processes in the body. Identity and consciousness aren’t top-down. Artificial
intelligence always started with modelling the world. Artificial life instead
started from local tendencies, like a small muscle, and several of them
combined together make the intelligence of the leg. Identity only arrives later,
as communication amongst motor systems. In this way you can get away for
the centralized approach which is only crippling and just leads to dead ends.
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This is where robotics becomes so fascinating. If you see a Hollywood film from
the forties, the only role an Afro-American would have is that of an elevator
person, the servant. Then read Norbert Wiener from the same period, saying
that robots are the precise automatic equivalent of slave labor. Then I realized
why all these voices in machines are women’s voices, because women used to
do all these jobs. I really like Sadie Plant’s parallel of women and machines.
The rise of automated systems frees women from these drugged roles.
GL: Instead of the writer offering some form of compensation, leaning towards
a humanist position, and make sense of the world as it self, theory should try
to imagine the impossible and transcend from the world of possible
connections. Do you think this is favorable option?
KE: Ballard said that the writer should access inconceivable alienations. People
do not know what they want until they are presented with it. Nobody knows
what they desire. There is a machine, but it takes the form of book. You know
books are boring. Still, when you open my book it says at the top:
“Discontents”. The writer is admitting right upfront his irritation, impatience
and restlessness.
GL: I have experienced cycles in speculative thought, of discovery and
excitement, travelling further and further, until you reach a moment of
realization (or not). The concept then dies, fades away, loses its magic, and
start to feel worn out. In certain cases, speculative thought is being developed
in complete isolation. It is even likely that these journeys towards the end of
theory are undertaken in uncontemporary circumstances. Though the hermit
position is not always a voluntarily one. Forms of criticism which are engaging,
searching for new languages and aesthetics, could be a way out. In your
experience, how are speculation and criticism related?
KE: Everywhere around you, the death of critique becomes visible. But critique
and criticism are not the same. In my case I started to connect music with art
and science fiction. Then you start realizing they are already connected and
social disciplinary apparatuses are at work to separate them. Once you see
that they are connected, the effort stops to bridge them. You stop being
reactive. It turns around. That’s when scale becomes more important than
analogy or metaphor. You start thinking how across scale and materials general
processes emerge which you can see and follow. That’s when cybernetics start
to become more important. You want to be specific generalist. At a certain
point you want to be maximalist. Think of that strange rectangular material in
a recent work of the Berlin company Art&Com. Or the typographer David
Carson with his giant word objects, which has these twisting 3D forms. I also
like the hyper architecture of Lars Spuybroek with its non-Euclidean geometry.
The Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao is only a start. In ten years more and more
things will use spine vectors. That is why the futurists and constructivists are
so useful. They tried to extend the immanent processes which their medium
suggested to them, which was coined at a moment of extreme mutation. The
digital artists I worked with, all try to understand the psycho-geography and
what computer networks are doing to location, topology and place. Where they
are when they are on-line and what happens when they go off-line.
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GL: That’s when concepts start to become functionality and are not just any
more idea, ideology or fashion.
KE: I started noticing how many neologisms were used in hyper architecture. I
counted so many of them! All these architects were obliged to introduce
neologisms, to carve out this space they are working in. William Gibson’s idea
that neologism is the primal act of pop poetics. It is the fist phase of concept
manufacture, which depends on immanent analysis of the forms of the medium
you are in. Since this medium is the process of extreme change, this puts
pressure on your language. I love the idea that digitization does not stop at the
screen. Concept manufacture on the one hand is an indulgence of the intellect,
on the other an absolute necessity. Everything is being digitally mutated. And
all the descriptions are obliged to change as well.
GL: Let us look a bit closer at the moment where concepts, distracted from the
speculative mind are out, and get transformed due to exposure to the outside.
Now in my view some for these transformations are successful, whereas others
fail. Like what you said during the talk you gave, here in V2: men find it more
difficult to transform compared to women. Could we say the same about the
art of metamorphosis onto higher cyborgian stages? Could we speak of failed
transformations and successful attempts to become cyborgs?
KE: One is always inside mutation and certain ways of understanding are more
useful than others. In the world of music the mutation has now moved in R&B
and garage. A lot of ideas which were useful in jungle are of no use any more.
That is why in the talk I gave here I used terms I would never have used two
or three years ago: intimacy and love. That is, intimacy inside the machine.
Now all the energy in pop culture has moved there. That is the risk of the new.
I would not say failure. It is more liveliness. Concepts which take the
temperature of thought, and those which lag behind processes. New music
demands new immanent analysis. Concepts have to live as much as the culture
they are accelerating, or complicating. I would not say that have to be in a
state of permanent revolution. Not failure or success. It is more rates of
quickness and intensification. You want concepts to amplify states of mind,
mood vectors. Opening up a possibility space which music suggests but never
explicates.
Dance music is so covert. Everything is so buried in the song. If you make an
interview with musicians they won’t tell you anything. They will speak about
their personality and keep the sound world totally mysterious. Pop music is a
public secrecy. This is opposite to the world of classical music where they will
tell you everything about the music, its structure, and tell you nothing about
themselves.
GL: There are experiments with Internet radio. MP3 suddenly became big.
These developments tend to focus on distribution, not on production. How
could we imagine networked music? Most musicians, in my view, still work
under the conditions of Bach and Mozart. They act like the individual genius,
compose a work offline and then dump it online, if they use Internet at all. Can
we envision a production of music which is situated within computer networks?
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KE: This is all true. Say, you go to an MP3 site and there are between 30008000 tracks, sitting there to be accessed. The question then becomes which
site attracts you, draws you. So far MP3 is only threatening the middle range
apparatus of the music industry. You can now have websites which act as
virtual record labels and virtual studios, an entire strata of musical structures.
It has not happened so far that the network is seen as the starting point of
music. Even on the Net it is mainly Sony and other big record companies you
hear about. It is only when their bulk starts to become a problem, and their
massiveness turns into a flaw that the micro sites of post-media initiatives will
start to appear on the radar. So far nobody knows they are there, until you are
there, with them. What is disappointing to me about net.radio is that its sonic
artifacts are not more radical than the music generated off-line. That is why I
do touch the MP3 topic. Instead I would rather focus on something like Earshot
(www.deepdisc.com/earshot), which is simultaneously a search engine and an
audio interface, combing the sound files the search engine pulls down.
GL: Apart from MP3 databases, there are free radios and webmasters jamming
together and clubs connecting other clubs. What do expect from these online
events?
KE: Can you download the parameters of emotion and affect that make a club?
It is the sound of music travelling through bodies, the entire affective
convergence which makes a club. There was an event I went to in 1996, Digital
Diaspora, with Scanner in the ICA in London and DJ Spooky at The Kitchen in
New York.
GL: But that’s already much too public. The pressure of representation in such
a setting is huge. I think such linkages can only succeed in an informal
atmosphere of freedom and relaxation. We have the technology now to cut out
mediators such as record labels, shops and magazines and get in direct contact
with each other, on a global level. Mediation is becoming a distraction,
dominated by large, controlled portals which will try to monopolize live events.
KE: You could be right. The failure of linked project so far has been that things
happen on a screen and then everybody is watching them. At some stage we
will get music that amplifies the sound of the network. Soon we will witness
the birth of an immanent Net sound which is produced and distributed within
the networks. I got online only in 1998 and I turned this lateness into my
advantage. Old media love the backlash of the Internet which is happening at
the moment. Everybody gets caught in this fascination for rejection of no more
online, back to the street, to drugs and sex. Under the radar of this fascination
a net-based music culture could come into existence. Both the doom and boom
aspect of the Net are over. Once they both collapse you get something else.
Still, I feel this the lack because it is still not there yet. Net theorists are
hoping too much for something to come out of MP3, but nothing is happening.
Sonic evolutions happen when people give up on things. It is when you give up
on breakbeats, that’s when drum ‘n’ bass happens and nobody notices it.
Hiphop is dead. That is when you get extreme mutations.
GL: As a newcomer, what do you think of Internet criticism and media theory,
all the work which is done outside of academia?
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KE: I like the fluctuating bits, where theory loses its authority, deauthorizes
itself and starts to become a babelogue. The Babel moment Pattie Smith used
to talk about. Rigorous polylogues and all mashed, that is what networked
thinking looks like. That’s what the readme! anthology of nettime looks like.
Crosstown traffic of tones and registers. The next stage could be aphorisms,
slogans and instructions. What D&G said: write with slogans. The best of
Nietzsche has that. They make you feel brave and heroic. My book was
rewritten eleven times, staying offline, making the text more clear, more
compressed. If I would think of an online hypertext continuation, I would work
with margins, extended footnotes, other text levels. On the other side, one of
the worst books ever written is “Imagologies” by Taylor and Saarinen. The
level of media theory is so banal, yet the design was so high level. I like the
slim book of Lars Spuybroek, Deep Surface. There is lots more to be done yet.
The format of the book can be reconfigured in a much stronger way.
GL: Is there any future for the cultural industries, cultural studies and pop in
the UK under the third way regime of Blair?
EK: The convergence of pop and the Blair administration allowed traditional,
old media back in. The Dome functions here as an attractor, from Britpop to
cultural studies. Well known fashion designers certainly play a role it. On the
other hand, there is fashion nowadays which operates at a conceptual level
and barely sells anything, such as Vexed Generation from London. For the first
time there are fashion theories. I liked the remarks of Bruce Sterling at the
end of “readme!” where he says that there will be this demand for new content
in the next years to come. The Dome is a wonderful container for all these
people, walking around from exhibit to exhibit, showing each other how
brilliant they are, captivated by their own excellence. They can stay there,
casting a shadow over themselves. This leaves the rest of us quite free to do
everything else. Britpop, Demien Hirst and Blair, that’s what they think the
nineties was all about. Not Sadie Plant. Mutual flattery in the media really
works and the Dome is the symbol of this mirror world. It is Debordian
spectacle to the max. Some will always carry the Dome around with them. The
Berlin Wall came down, but the Wall was still in people’s heads for another
decade. You can never knock it down, it is stronger than ever. The Dome will
be like that for a certain industry. It is not a visionary exhibition like the 1939
World Expo. There will be no spin-off products. Its only result will be a selfsatisfied containment of culture.
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Paper Moon by Ilona Gaynor in collaboration with Craig Sinnamon
Paper Moon is a new artwork by Ilona Gaynor in collaboration with Craig
Sinnamon, commissioned by V2_ in the context of V2_Lab's research into
Innovation in Extreme Scenarios. The world premiere of the work was on
12/12/13, at V2_ and the work is on show until 10/01/14.
Artist's statement:
Contemporary visions of space tend to be positioned firmly within a collective
romanticised view, our attention being drawn on sci-fi aesthetics, the hero or
the patriarchal.
Paper Moon explores the emerging legal and economic consequences of
prospective acquisitions currently on the horizon. Common Law (that is to say
Earth’s common law) has no legal definition for what ‘Outer Space’ actually
means, what it is, and where it is. The problem we face with such literal
unmarked territory; is the emergent field of ‘Space Law’, a hybridised law built
from a varying spectrum of pre-dated policy, speculation and foresight.
With a surge in larger scales of power and wealth, technology is no longer
bound by government or social visions, but can be planned and executed by
privileged individuals. On paper, in various offices across Earth, the galaxy has
become a Wild West of marked territory, land grabbing and fortune hunting.
"Our two greatest problems are gravity and paper work. We can lick gravity,
but sometimes the paperwork is overwhelming." Wernher von Braun American, rocket scientist, aerospace engineer and space architect.
Paper Moon presents a library of investigation into several current and
prospective investment plots, plans and contingency strategies that focus more
directly on economic territories being cultivated, won, lost and considered
throughout various offices around the world.
Drawing from historical archives, news reports, scientific papers and law the
work is presented as a cluster of texts, photographs, maps, objects that
coordinate various opposing plans, currently on the desks of the dominant
stakeholders.
Credits:
Ilona Gaynor in collaboration with Craig Sinnamon
Consultant / Advisory, Benedict Singleton
3D Animation, Matt Radford
3D Object Modelling, Matt Sinclair
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Installation images (all photos by Ilona Gaynor):
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Disaster Playground by Nelly Ben Hayoun
On the occasion of the Blowup: Outer Space as Extreme Scenario event at V2_
on 12/12/13, artist/designer Nelly Ben Hayoun presented her Disaster
Playground project to the public. What follows is a summary of the project
written by Nelly Ben Hayoun.

Disaster Playground, Graphics by David Benqué, Protoplot.com

DISASTER PLAYGROUND
“This is most urgent”- Hans-Ulrich Obrist to Nelly Ben Hayoun
(Serpentine Gallery, London, July 2013)
Disaster Playground investigates future outer space catastrophes and the
design of procedures to manage them and assess the risks. With a cutting
edge approach and through re-enactment of off-nominal situations by teams of
space experts, designer of experiences at the SETI Institute Ben Hayoun is
now working on a new challenge. Known as ‘The Willy Wonka of design and
science”, she will question what the space programme could be if members of
the public were to share its human condition – the dilemmas faced by
scientists over discovery and decision-making under pressure. From meteor
showers to extraterrestrial signals, from frogs escaping experiments on board
of the ISS and worms surviving the Challenger explosion to a volcanic eruption
on Jupiter’s satellite, Disaster Playground documents the edge of space fiction.
Working with experts in Near Earth Objects (NEO), Disaster and Rescue
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Assistance (DART), the SETI Institute and with a all star team of composers
and writers, Ben Hayoun is archiving disaster mitigation responses, unexpected
failure systems and adversity in the space programme based on interviews,
reflexions and re-enactments by a team of casted space experts: Deputy
Director of Lunar Science Institute Greg Schmidt, Specialist of meteors
showers Dr Peter Jenniskens, Specialist of Extraterrestrial Intelligence Dr. Jill
Tarter and Dr. Seth Shostak, astronomer and planetary scientist Dr. Franck
Marchis, Dr. David Morrison, Director of the Carl Sagan Center for Study of Life
in the Universe at the SETI Institute and more.
Disaster Playground is a ‘theatre of cruelty’ as defined by Antonin Artaud, a
platform where scientific catastrophe and/or surprise can be more acclaimed
than success. This cross and pluri-cultural project will go beyond American and
European frontiers and will question the notion of disasters, widely represented
in the literature of J.G Ballard and will investigate rescue reactions across
culture.
Disaster Playground follows the successful International Space Orchestra,
which is a ground-breaking collaborative project that Ben Hayoun is currently
directing at NASA Ames Research Center and the SETI Institute in California. It
is an experiential and hybrid research laboratory, where space scientists have
been invited to implement, deconstruct, perform, sing, mix, modify, and design
musical acts in various scientific setup. It is a provocation to action: a call to
imagine and disrupt future human relations to science;to adapt science to our
creative needs. It involves leading space scientists – including the Deputy
Director of NASA Ames and astronaut Yvonne Cagle, and composers such as
Bobby Womack, Penguin Café and Beck have already collaborated on the
project. In January 2013, the International Space Orchestra feature film had
its world premiere at the Rotterdam International Film Festival where it was
acclaimed by the critic as a “masterpiece” (Independent Cinema Office, ICO), a
“real achievement” (DOMUS),”as thrilling as watching a rocket launch” and
“Spine Tingling” (The Guardian).
www.nellyben.com - www.groundcontrol-opera.com
In Disaster Playground, we explore what the space program would look like if
we were to share its catastrophes and failures. If Neil Armstrong’s picture in
NASA’s official sites were replaced by the quirkiness, the failure, and pictures
of problems that previously happened, what sort of human condition and
emotions would that evoke?
While the famous image of the ball of flame that is the Challenger disaster
created a real public consciousness, it also re-ignited interest into the space
program. Our interest for such mortal catastrophe can be identified as a
perverse human curiosity. We believe that this perversity captures one crucial
element of what the viewer wishes to see: how technology and humans can
beautifully ‘fail’ and in turn, cause us to reflect on the making behind our
discoveries.
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Contributor Biographies
Bureau of Public Secrets is an online repository of Situationist writings,
translated mainly by Ken Knabb.
Kodwo Eshun was born and lives and works in London. He studied English
Literature (BA Hons, MA Hons) at University College, Oxford University. His art
projects include film and video compositions that coalesce around the notions
of the audiovisual archive and archaeologies of futurity. He regularly presents
papers at international conferences and symposia and has chaired discussions,
moderated dialogues and debates. Eshun is author of the acclaimed More
Brilliant than the Sun: Adventures in Sonic Fiction (1998 Quartet) and, with
Anjalika Sagar, is co-founder of the artists' collective Otolith Group, a collective
working across film and video, artists’ writing, and exhibition curation. Eshun is
a regular contributor to Frieze Magazine, The Wire, Sight and
Sound and Groove. Eshun is Course Leader of the MA in Aural and Visual
Cultures at Goldsmiths College, University of London.
Ilona Gaynor is a designer, artist and film maker. She is also the owner of
London based design consultancy, The Department of No. Her independent
work continuously draws upon use of image, rhetoric and cinematic tropes, to
construct complexly precise plots, schemes and narrative texts. Using design
as a vehicle, the work aims to manipulate, fantasise and drive forward the
invisible, draconian reaches of political, economical and technological progress
and their topologies. The various outcomes presented, often take form as
dense hypothetical plot constructions. Narrative schematics, that manoeuvre
between artefact, artifice and representation.
Since graduating from The Royal College of Art, Ilona’s work has been
recognised internationally through various awards, exhibitions and publications
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Nelly Ben Hayoun has been called the “Willy Wonka of design and
science” and she is on a mission to bring chaos, subversion and disorder into
the design and the scientific world. An award-winning director and experience
designer she works with leading scientists and engineers, to devise subversive
events and experiences. Ben Hayoun previously collaborated with Beck, Bobby
Womack, Damon Albarn, Maywa Denki, Bruce Sterling and Penguin Café in a
musical collaboration that took music into space. Blasted from a Japanese
launch pad in August 2013 and her most ambitious project to date; she
assembled the International Space Orchestra (ISO) - the world first orchestra
of space scientists from NASA Ames Research Center, Singularity
University, International Space University and the SETI Institute. In 2013, Icon
Magazine nominated Ben Hayoun as one of the 50 international designers
“shaping the future”. She is the Designer of Experiences at the SETI Institute
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in CA, USA. She is also a researcher in Human Geography at Royal Holloway,
University of London, and in her spare time is training to be an astronaut.
Michelle Kasprzak (CA/PL) is a curator and writer based in Amsterdam, the
Netherlands. Michelle has exhibited and lectured across North America and
Europe. She has appeared in publications such as Wired UK and on radio and
television broadcasts on the BBC and CBC. Most recently she has delivered
lectures at Nottingham Contemporary (Nottingham, UK), Mapping
Festival (Geneva, CH), and Lighthouse (Brighton, UK).
Following a decade of practice as a visual artist, her current focus is primarily
on writing and curating. In 2006, she was awarded a curatorial research
residency at the Nordic Institute for Contemporary Art in Helsinki, Finland, in
2010 she attended the Summer Seminars for Art Curators in Yerevan,
Armenia, and in 2011 was a guest of the BAM International Visitor’s
Programme in Flanders.
She has written critical essays for C Magazine, Volume, Spacing, CV
Photo, Public, Mute, and several online journals on a wide range of subjects in
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humanities.
Arjen Mulder is the author of a number of essay collections and works of art
criticism. Based in Amsterdam, he edits books and curates events for the V2_,
teaches media theory in the Communication Design master’s program at the
Utrecht Graduate School of Visual Art and Design, and serves on the editorial
board of the cultural and literary magazine De Gids. With his wife, Maaike Post,
he translates nonfiction, theory, and art criticism for a range of publishing
houses, periodicals and museums. Themes in his essays vary from biology,
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anthropology, literature to media theory.
Arjen Mulder studied biology at VU University Amsterdam, graduating cum
laude in 1981. He reviewed movies for the Dutch daily newspaper De
Waarheid from 1984 to 1987. In 1986, he joined the Foundation for the
Advancement of Illegal Knowledge Bilwet (Adilkno), founded by Bas-Jan van
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art for a wide range of magazines, including Mediamatic, Archis, Metropolis M
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interviews on contemporary subjects located at the intersection of art and
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Post); Understanding Media Theory (2004); and From Image to Interaction:
Meaning and Agency in the Arts (2011).
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issues in complex sociotechnical systems. She is currently an Internal Research
Fellow at the European Space Agency, based in the Advanced Mission Concepts
Office at the European Space Operations Centre, where she analyses the work
of flight control teams in view of system robustness.
She has worked on human factors, simulation and human-rating projects in the
European, Russian and US space sector (ESA’ European Astronaut Centre,
Mars500, NASA’s Habitable Volume CoP). Previously, she visited the North
Siberian Yamal region as delegate of the International Polar Year, and
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Alex Salam is an Infectious Diseases doctor, based in London, UK. His
background also includes medical expedition and research experience in
extreme environments.
He was the Research MD in Human Spaceflight Medicine for the European
Space Agency (ESA) at Concordia Station on the high Antarctic plateau for 13
months between 2008 and 2010. There, he implemented a number of research
projects for ESA, investigating the effects of extreme isolation and confinement
and stress on the human immune system, behavioural health, and sleep, as
relevant to long duration space missions. He has also been an expedition medic
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and researcher in the tropics, at high altitude and during parabolic flight. Since
2010 he has been involved with NASA's Behavioural Health and Performance
Element and NASA's Habitable Volume Community of Practice. He continues to
be involved with stress & immunity research relevant to spaceflight with the
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time. He is a member of the European Space Agency Topical Team Arts &
Science (ETTAS), and was crew commander of the NASA-funded 2013 HI-SEAS
Mars simulation in Hawaii. His space-related work led him to start a new PhD
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